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Abstract 
This investigation is concerned with the dynamic synthesis of a heli-
copter. The method of approach is a variation of the component-mode syn-
thesis in the sense that it regards the aircraft as an assemblage of inter-
connected substructures. The equations of motion are derived in general 
form by means of the Lagrangian formulation in conjunction with an orderly 
kinematical procedure that takes into account the superposition of motion 
of various substructures, thus circumventing constraint problems. 
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1. Introduction 
This investigation is concerned with the'development of a mathematical 
model capable of simulating the vibrational characteristics of a helicopter 
in various flight regimes, such as hover and forward flight. The helicopter 
represents a very complicated structure consisting~of a give~ number of inter-
connected substructures. The object is to produce a mathematical formulation 
which includes all the system dynamic characteristics and yet is not so cum-
bersome as to defy analysis. 
The method of approach represents a variation of the component-mode 
synthesis (Refs. 1 and 2) in the sense that it regards the aircraft as an 
assemblage of interconnected substructures acting as a system. The various 
substructures identified are the airframe, the transmission shaft, the main 
rotor (consisting of the hub and the rotor blades), and the tail rotor (re-
garded a: a rigid fan). To ensure that the various substructures are acting 
as parts of the whole structure, an orderly kinematical procedure is de-
veloped which takes into account automatically the superposition of motions. 
This procedure does away with the question of constraints. 
The approach based on the substructure concept has the advantage that 
it permits a large measure of versatility in the mathematical modeling of 
the substructures. For example, due to the complex configuration, the air-
frame is best represented by a discrete model. On the other hand, the trans-
mission shaft or a rotor blade can best be represented by a continuous model. 
In the final synthesis, each of the substructures is simulated by only a 
limited number of degrees of freedom. To this end, one expresses the dis-
placements as a superposition of space-dependent modes multiplied by time-
dependent generalized coordinates. For the space-dependent functions or 
vectors one must use rigid-body modes and deformation modes capable of des-
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cribing the motion of the substructure with sufficient accuracy. This 
Rayleigh-Ritz type approach permits the simul~tion of the aircraft by a dis-
crete system. 
To derive the system equations of motion, it is desirable to use an 
approach devoid of unnecessary complications. An approach fitting this 
description is the Lagrangian approach which is capable of producing the 
equations of motion of the system without the need of calculating constraint 
forces acting at points connecting various substructures. To this end, one 
must use a consistent kinematical representation to calculate the inertial 
velocity of every mass point of the aircraft. Such a representation necessi-
tates the introduction of a number of reference frames assoc;ated with the 
various substructures. The motion of these reference frames can be regarded 
as representing the rigid body motion, and the motion of a point relative to 
the frames can be regarded as representing the elastic motion of the sub-
structure. 
The Lagrangian approach requires the calculation Of the kinetic energy, 
the potential energy, and the nonconservative virtual work for the elastic 
system. The potential energy is due to the structural elasticity and gravi-
tational forces. On the other hand, the nonconservative virtual work is due 
mainly to aerodynamic forces. A relatively complicated procedure is necessary 
to transform the physical aerodynamic forces and torque into ~eneralized 
forces. 
The equations of motion are nonlinear and their general solution is 
beyond the state of the art. Fortunately, general solutions are not necessary, 
and in fact may not even be very informative. Indeed, quite often the in-
terest lies in solutions in the neighborhood of certain particular solutions, 
where the latter are generally known as trim solutions. Trim solutions of 
special interest are those associated with hover and forward flight. To 
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examine the motion in the neighborhood of trim solutions, it is necessary 
to derive the so-called variational equations, which are really perturbation 
equations about the trim. 
In deriving variational equations, one must make certain simplifying 
assumptions. These assumptions require a judgement as to the expected or-
der of magnitude of the various generalized coordinates and system parameters. 
Such a set of assumptions constitute a so-called ordering scheme and it 
applies primarily to the main rotor. 
The derivation of the variational equations implies an extremely large 
number of matrix multiplications and differentiations with respect to the 
state variables and time. In addition, it implies the selection from the 
multitude of terms only those which the ordering scheme deems essential. 
The magnitude of the task demands an efficient approach. To this end, a 
procedure for the derivation of the variational equations by means of com-
puter manipulation is developed. 
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2. Generalized Coordinates and Velocities 
We shall be concerned with the flight of a helicopter in the neighbor-
hood of a given point on the earth's surface. so that the gravitational 
field can be regarded as uniform. It will prove convenient to introduce 
a set of inertial axes XYZ with the origin at a point 0 on the surface of 
.... 
the earth. so that axes X and Yare in the local horizontal plane and Z 
is aligned with the local vertical. and mea~ure the motion relative to this 
inertial frame. 
The mathematical formulation will be produced by regarding the heli-
copter as an assemblage. of a given number of interconnected substructures. 
This requires a set of kinematically consistent coordinates, in the sense 
that the motion of one substructure must take into account the motion of 
another. A kinematically consistent formulation can be obtained by des-
cribing the motion of the substructures independently and then imposing con-
straints guaranteeing that points shared by two substructures undergo the 
same motion. It can also be obtained by means of an orderly kinematical 
procedure taking into account automatically the superposition of motions. 
For example. if the airframe. the transmission shaft. and the rotor are iden-
tified as different substructures, then the absolute motion of the rotor can 
be regarded as a superposition of the motion of the airframe relative to the 
inertial space. the motion of the transmission shaft relative to the air-
frame. and the motion of the rotor relative to the transmission shaft. This 
procedure eliminates the need of constraint equations and is the one used 
in this investigation. 
To describe the motion of the airframe, it will prove advantageous to 
introduce a set of airframe body axes xAYAzA with the origin A at an arbi-
trary point in the undeformed airframe, so that xA is along the forward 
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direction, zA is along the vertical, and YA is normal to both so as to 
form a right-hand system. Then the motion of the airframe can be des-
cribed in terms of the translation of the origin A. the rotation of the 
airframe body axes xAYAzA relative to the inertial axes XYZ. and the elas-
tic motion of the airframe relative to xAYAzA' The translation of A rela-
tive to XYZ is given simply by the position vector'~OA from 0 to A and 
the absolute velocity vector ~OA' They can be expressed in terms of the 
. [ ]T. [ • • • ]T 
column matrlces {wOA} = wOAXwOAywOAZ and {wOA} = wOAXWOAyWOAZ • res-
pectively, where the meaning of the vector components is obvious. On the 
other hand. the rotation of axes xAYAzA relative to XYZ is fully determined 
by the matrix of direction cosines between these two sets of axes and by 
the angular velocity vector of axes xAYAzA relative to the inertial space. 
In defining the orientation of axes xAYAzA relative to axes XYZ. it is con-
venient to regard xAYAzA as a triad o~iginally coincident with axes XYZ and 
moving relative to these axes. Then, the orientation of axes xAYAzA rela-
tive to axes XYZ can be obtained by means of three rotations: Az about zA' 
Ax about xA' and Ay about YA in that order (see Fig. 2). This permits us 
to write the coordinate transformation from one set of axes to the other in 
the compact matrix form 
(1) 
where 
(2) 
are position vec\.,'~C\ and 
(3a) 
is the transformation matrix, in which 
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Note that Eqs. (3b) represent transfonmation matrices defining the rotations 
described above. in which SAx • sin Ax' CAx = cos ~x' etc. Also from Fig. 2 
it can be easily verified that the absolute angular velocity vector ~A' 
which defines the angular velocity of axes xAYAzA relative to axes XYZ and 
which is also equal to the relative angular velocity vector ~A' can be 
written in the matrix form 
(4) 
where 
(5) 
are unit' vectors written in matrix form. 
Equation (4) gives {OA} in terms of components along axes xAYAzA' 
whereas {wOA} • [wOAXwOAywOAZ]T is expressed in terms of inertial components. 
However, there are equations requiring that {wOA} and {OA} be expressed in 
terms of components along the same system of axes. It is often convenient 
to write {wOA} in terms of components along axes xAYAzA' which can be done 
by simply premultiplying {wOA} by the transfonmation matrix [TAO]. 
The elastic motion of the airframe requires first a definition of the 
airframe itself. The major question is whether the power train, consisting 
of the trdnsmission assembly, the transmission shaft, and the control 
linkages, should be considered as part of the airframe or as a separate 
subsystem. Moreover, there is the question of the tail rotor. In view of 
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the difficulties p.~countered in accounting properly for the flexibility of 
the transmission shaft in airframe free-free modes, and because we desire 
a formulation independent of the type of airframe modes used, the trans-
mission assembly and shaft will be treated ~s a separate elastic subsystem 
connecting the airframe to the main rotor hub. As such, we will ignore the 
mass of the transmission itself* and account for the transmission mount 
flexibility by introducing two torsional springs at the base of the shaft 
acting along orthogonal axes which are perpendicular to the shaft. The 
flexibility of the transmission shaft itself will be described in terms of 
two bending and one torsional displacement. The tail rotor will be re-
garded as a rigid fan, not part of the airframe, so that the airframe is 
assumed to exclude the transmission, transmission shaft, control linkages, 
and tail rotor. Note also that the control linkages are not being con-
sidered explicitly but only through their kinematical effects. 
Next, let us consider any arbitrary mass point in the airframe. The 
position of this point relative to the inertial space is given by 
(6) 
where rA is the radius vector from A to the point in question when the 
airframe is undeformed and ~A is the elastic displacement vector of that 
point. Recognizing that ~A and ~A are measured relative to the moving 
axes xAYAzA' the inertial velocity of the point is simply 
~A = ~OA + ~A~(~A + ~A) + ~A = ~OA - (rA + ~A)~~A + ~A (7) 
where ~OA and ~A were defined earlier and ~A is the elastic velocity vector 
*This assumption may be discarded later if it is &ound that the inertia of 
the transmission is significant. 
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of the mass point measured relative to xAYAzA' Equation (7) can be written 
in the matrix form 
{WA} = [TAO]{wOA } - [rA + UA]{flA} + {UA} 
where [rA + uA] is a skew symmetric matrix defined by 
r A + !I" X riX 
(8) 
( 9) 
in which rAx ' rAy' rAz are the components of :A and uAx ' uAy ' uAz are the 
components of ~A' 
We note that the vectors {wOA} and {nA} represent the translation of 
the origin A of axes xAYAzA and the rotation of these axes. They can be 
interpreted as the llrigid-body modes ll of the airframe. On the other hand, 
{uA} represents the elastic displacement vector relative to the airframe 
axes xAYAzA' As customary in the analysis of complex structures, we assume 
that the elastic displacements of the airframe can be represented as a 
linear combination of space dependent functions multiplying time dependent 
coordinates, where the first are referred to as lIairframe modes ll . TI'.;:'re 
are two main possibilities. One is to use "free-free modes", which can be 
obtained by regarding the airframe as being clamped at point A, where A is 
taken to coincide with the center of mass of the undeformed airframe. Another 
possibility is to use IIcantilever modes", which can be obtained by regarding 
the airframe as being fixed at the base of the transmission. The implica-
tions of these possibilities will be examined in the next section. 
Equation (8) defines the motion of any mass point of the airframe. One 
point of particular interest is that corresponding to the lower end of the 
transmission shaft, namely, the end attached to the transmission and trans· 
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rr.ission mount. He shall denote this point by S and attach a set of axes 
xESYESzES to the airframe at this point such that zES coincides with the 
shaft axis before any deformation takes place and xES and YES are attached 
to the airframe and are normal to zES (Fig. 3). Another set of axes, the 
shaft axes xSYSzs' have the origin at the same point S and are obtained from 
axes xESYESzES by means of three rotations. Considering axes xSYSzS to be 
initially coincident with axes xESYESzES' these rotations are ~x about xs' 
~y about yS' and ~z about Zs in that order, where ~x, ~Y are small angles permit-
ted by the transmission mount flexibility and ~z = Q is the constant angu-
lar velocity imparted to the shaft by the engine. The position of point 
S relative to point A is given by the vector rAS + ~AS' where rAS is the 
ndi 'JS vector from A to S when the ai rframe is undeformed and ~AS is tl,e 
elastic displacement vector of point S relative to axes xAYAzA' The trans-
lational velocity vector ~AS of point S is obtained in matrix form by 
simply introducing the coordinates of point S in Eq. (8). On the other hand, 
the angular velocity vector of the frame xSYSzS is simply ~A + ~ES + ~S' 
where ~ES is the elastic angular velocity vector of axes xESYESzES relative 
to axes xAYAzr, ,~nd ~S is the angular velocity vector of axes xSySzS rela-
tive to axes xESYESzES' 
The mot,on of point S is in terms of components along axes xAYAzA' In 
particular, the translational velocity of S is 
(10) 
where ErAS + uAS ] can be obtained from Eq. (9) by replacing rAx + uAx (xA' 
YA' zA) by rASx + UASX (xAS ' YAS ' ZAS)' etc., and where {uAS } is a vector 
having the components UASX ' UASy ' uAsz ' If the interest lies in working 
with components along xS' YS' zs' then these can be obtained by premultiplying 
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the components along xAYAzA by the transformation matrix [TSA] = [1S][1ES][~GS] 
representing the matrix of direction cosines between these two sets of axes, 
where [1ES ][1GS] represents the mat.rix of direction cosines between axes 
xAYAzA and xESYESzES and [1S] is the matrix of direction cosines between axes 
xESYESzES and xSYSzS' Note that [1GS ] represents ~he matrix of direction 
cosines between axes xAYAzA and xESYESzES due to the geometrical configuration 
when the airframe ~~ undeformed, whereas [1ES] is due to the airframe elas-
tic deformations. To obtain the latter matrix, we assume that the orientation 
of axes xESYESzES is defined by three infinitesimal rotations given by the 
curl of the elastic displacement vector [1GS ]{UAS }' Therefore, we can write 
[1ES] in the form ('UAS auASX} ('UASX auASZ} 1 ~---
------
aXES aYES alES aXES 
[1ES] = 
-(,UASy _ auAs.} 1 (auAsz _ auAs¥.) (11) 
aXES aYES aYES alES 
('uASX _ auAs~ 
alES aXES 
_(auASZ _ auASY) 
aYES alES 1 
where UASX ' uASy ' UASZ are the components of the vector [9.GS ]{uAS } and where 
it is understood that the partial derivatives are to be evaluated at the 
point S. Furthermore, the matrix [1S] can be shown to have the explicit form 
[9.S] = [Wz][~Y][~x] (12a) 
in which 
1 0 0 c~y 0 -sw Y cwz swz 0 
[wx] = 0 c~x swx , [wy] = 0 1 0 , [WZ] = -s~ z c~Z 0 
0 -s1/l x C1/lx swy 0 CWy 0 0 1 
(12b) 
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The angular velocity vector of the frame xESYESzES relative to xAYAzA 
is recognized simply as the curl of the elastic velocity vector ~AS which 
can be shown to have the vector form 
~ES = Y x ~AS (13) 
where v is the well known del operator. Equation (.13) can be written in 
the matrix form 
(14 ) 
in which 
0 a _a_ ---dZES aYES 
a a [v] = 0 (15 ) ---dZES aXES 
a a 0 ---
aYES aXES 
is the skew symmetric matrix operator, which is the matrix counterpart of 
the yx vector operator. On the other hand, the angular velocity of axes 
xsYSzS relative to axes xESYESzES can be shown to be 
{wS} = ~x[~z][~y]{el} + ~y[~z]{e2} + G{e3} (l6) 
where {ei } (i = 1,2,3) are given by Eqs. (5). Hence, the total angular 
velocity of axes xSYSzS has the form 
( 17) 
Next, we wish to define the motion of the shaft. To this end, let 
us consider an arbitrary point on the shaft. The position of this point 
relative to axes xSYSzS is given by the radius vecto!" rS + ~.S' where rS is 
the position of the point in question when the shaft is undeformed and ~S 
11 
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is the elastic displacement of that point relative to axes xsyszS' Denoting 
by ~s the elastic velocity of the point relative to axes xsyszs' the iner-
tial velocity of this point can be written as 
~S = ~AS + ~S x (rS + ~S) + ~S = ~AS - (~S + ~S) x ~S + ~S (18) 
But ~AS is given in terms of components along axes~AYAzA' whereas the re-
maining two terms are in terms of components along axes xsyszS' To express 
all terms in Eq. (10) in terms of components along axes xsyszs' we premultip1y 
{WAS} by the transformation matrix [TSA]' so that Eq. (18) can be written 
in the matrix form 
(19) 
To describe the elastic motion, it is convenient to regard the shaft as 
a one-dimensional member. Note that this is in direct contrast with the 
airframe which was regarded as a three-dimensional structure. We can write 
the position of any point on the deformed shaft relative to axes xSySzS in 
the matrix form (Fig. 4) 
(20) 
where uS' Vs are elastic displacements parallel to axes xS' yS respectively, 
of a point originally on the axis zs and at a distance Zs from S. Axial 
elastic displacements have been assumed to be smaller than Us or Vs and 
have been ignored. The shaft also undergoes torsion, but this does not 
affect {Ws}, which, in view of Eq. (20), is the velocity of a typical point 
on the shaft, originally on the axis zs. The torsion does, however, affect 
the or~entation of a set of axes attached to the shaft at any point Zs 
12 
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which were originally parallel with axes xSySzS and are moving with the shaft 
during deformation. Denoting by [Ts] the transformation matrix from the 
undeformed shaft axes to the deformed axes, we can write 
1 ~S -u' S 
[TS] = -, 1 -v' (21) s s 
u' v' 1 " S S 
in which 'S is the elastic torsional displacement about axis Zs and where 
primes denote differentiations with respect to the spatial variable zS. 
To define the motion of the rotor, let us assume that the upper. end 
of the shaft coincides with the geometric center H of the hub. Then let 
us introduce the hub axes xHYHzH with the origin at H and with axis zH 
along the rotor spin axis; axes xH and YH are attached to the hub and are 
normal to zH. Note that axes xH and YH are parallel to axes Xs and YS 
when the shaft is undeformed. The relation between the direction of axes 
(22) 
where the matrix [THS] of direction cosines is simply the matrix [TS] given 
by Eq. (21) evaluated at Zs = LS' where LS is the length of the shaft. More-
over, the angular velocity of the hub axes xHYHzH is 
(23) 
where 
(24) 
is the angular velocity of axes xHYHzH relative to axes xSYSzS due to the 
elastic angular motions at the upper end of the shaft. The absolute velocity 
of point H is simply Eq. (19) evaluated at Zs = LS and can be written in 
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the symbolic matrix fonn 
(25) 
The tail rotor is assumed to be a rigid fan spinning at the angular 
velocity ~T relative to the airframe. Using the analogy with the transmission 
shaft, let xETYETzET be a set of axes attached to the frame at the point T, 
coinciding with the center of the fan (Fig. 5) and let xTYTzT be a set of 
axes rotating relative to xETYETzET' so that the translational velocity of 
T is 
(26) 
where all the quantities are as in Eq. (10) except that the coordinates of 
point T replace those of point S. Similarly, the angular velocity of axes 
xETYETzET relative to axes xAYAzA is 
(27) 
and the angular velocity of the tail rotor is 
(28) 
where there are no ~vunterparts of ~x and ~y for the tail rotor and the 
spin axis is taken as coincident with axis zT' 
The main rotor is assumed to have M identical articulated blades (M~2), 
where the blades are assumed to have the flap-lag-pitch configuration (Fig. 
6) • 
The subsequent derivations are concerned with a typical blade i (i = 1, 
2, ... ,M). Ordinarily, we would identify every quantity pertaining to the 
blade by the subscript i. However, with the tacit understanding that the 
subscript is implied throughout, considerable simp11ficat1on of notation can 
be achieved by omitting the subscript during the derivation stage and rein-
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troducing it when it becomes necessary. Hence, let us consider a typical 
blade and assume that the flap hinge is at point F at a distance ~HF from H, 
the lag hinge is at point L at a distance !FL from F, and the pitch hinge 
is at point B at a distance !LB from L. First, let us introduce the set of 
axes xFYFzF obtained through a rotation aB about axis zH and a rotation -e 
about axis YH' where aB is known as the azimuth angle and e is known as the 
flapping angle (Fig. 6a). Note that aB is constant. for every blade. The 
relation between axes xFYFzF and xHYHzH is given by 
{rF} = [TFHHrH} (29) 
where 
[T FH] = [a][aB] (30) 
is a transformation matrix, in which 
caB saB 0 cs a sa 
[aB] = -saB caB 0 , [a] = 0 1 0 (31) 
0 0 1 -sa 0 ca 
Although it is more convenient to define the components of the radius 
vector !HF in terms of components along an intermediate set of axes, for 
consistency of notation, we express ~HF in terms of components along axes 
xHYHzH. Hence, we write 
(32) 
The inertial velocity of point F has the matrix form 
(33) 
wh. ' [r HF] is the skew symmetric matrix corresponding to {rHFL Also from 
Fig. 6a, it can be verified that the angular velocity of axes xFyFzF has 
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the form 
(34) 
Following the same pattern, we conclude from Fig. 6b that the relation 
between the lag axes xLYLzL and the flap axes xFYFzF is 
{rL} = [\F]{rF} 
, (35) 
where 
Ca Sa 0 
[\F] = -Sa Ca 0 (36) 
0 0 1 
in which a is known as the lag angle. Moreover, the inertial velocity of 
the lag hinge is 
(37) 
in which [r FL ] is the matrix obtained from {rFL } = LF{e l }, where the latter 
is the vector from F to L whose magnitude is LF, The angular velocity of 
axes xLYLzL ;s 
(38) 
Finally, we wish to define the blade axes xBYBzB such that xB is along 
the axial direction of the blade, YB is the plane of the blade and in the 
direction of the leading edge, and zB is normal to the blade (Fig. 6e). The 
relation between axes xByBzB and xLYLzL is 
(39) 
where 
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[TSl] = 0 ce sa 
o -sa ce 
(40) 
in which a is known as the pitch angle. The inertial velocity of point S is 
(41) 
where [rlS] is the matrix obtained from {rlS } = ll{el }, where {rlS} is the 
vector from l to S whose magnitude is ll. The angular velocity of the blade 
axes xSySzS is 
(42) 
At this point, we note the implicit assumption that the hub and its 
connecting links are rigid, with the connecting links being considered as 
one-dimensional bodies. In addition, we shall assume that the connecting 
links are small compared to the airframe and the rotor blades, so that they 
can be regarded as mdssless. Hence, there is no direct contribution from 
these 11 oks to the systrll energy. In contrast, the hub can be much more 
massive, particularly for large helicopters, and hence will contribute to 
the system energy as a rigid body. 
The rotation angles as' S, a, and a described above deserve further 
discussion. In pnticular, the angle aB is a constant design parameter. On 
the other hand, the angles S and a representing flap and lag, respectively, 
are time-dependent generalized coordinates. The angle a is the sum of three 
parts, namely, the collective pitch aco ' the cyclic pitch eCY ' and the 
pitch change 9cp due to coupling, where eco and acy are given functions of 
time and 9cp is a function of S and/or a and provides the flap and/or lag 
kinematical coupling, respectively. Hence, e does not introduce additional 
degrees of freedom. 
We now wish to define the motion of a typical rotor blade. By analogy 
17 
with the airframe and the transmission shaft, we can write the absolute 
velocity of an arbitrary point on the rotor blade in the general vector 
form 
~B = ~LB + ~B x (:B + ~B) + ~B = ~LB - (fB + ~B) x ~B + ~B (43) 
where ~B is the radius vector from B to the point in question when the blade 
is undeformed, YB is the displacement vector of the point and, ~B is the 
elastic velocity vector of the point relative to xBYBzS' We note that ~LS 
is given in terms of components along axes xLYLzL whereas the remaining two 
terms are in terms of components along xbYSzB' Following the established 
pattern, we can write the velocity vector ~s in terms of components along 
axes xSYSzB in the matrix form 
(44) 
where [rS + uB] is the skew symmetric matrix associated with rB + YS' 
It remains for us to define the elastic motion of the blade relative 
to axes xSYSZS' To this end, we can write the position of any point in the 
deformed blade relative to axes xBYSzS in the matrix form (Fig, 7; see also 
Ref, 3) 
(45) 
where u, v, ware elastic displacements along axes xs' yS' Zs respectively, 
eo is the distance at the blade root between the pitch axis Xs and the 
elastic axis, measured in the xsYS plane and positive in the direction of 
the leading edge, ~(~o + ~)I represents an axial position where ~ = ~(n,~) 
is the warp functiun (note: ~(O,O) = 0), and n. ~ are cross sectional coordi-
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nates along local principal axes at a distance x from B, in which n is along 
the chord pOinting toward the leading edge and t is normal to the blade 
mid-plane. Moreover, [TOS] is the transformation matrix from the undeformed 
blade coordinates to the deformed coordinates. 
When deriving the rotor blade kinetic and potential energy, it becomes 
necessary to omit certain small terms arising from'the blade elastic defor-
mation in order to keep from unduly complicating our equations. These 
terms are generally known as "higher-order" terms. At this point, we wish to 
introduce the idea of an ordering scheme which will enable us to compare the 
relative magnitudes of terms in a systematic manner, thus permitting us to 
determine which terms to retain and which terms to omit from the formulation. 
To this end, let us define the nondimensional parameter E, which is taken 
to be the same throughout this report. The approximate magnitude of t is 
taken to be less than one tenth and a term of the same order of magnitude 
as t is said to be of order E and denoted O(t). We can compare the relative 
magnitudes of terms in an equation by first nondimensionalizing that equa-
tion and then comparing the resulting nondimensional terms directly with 
the parameter E. Hence, to compare terms in Eq. (45), we divide Eq. (45) 
by the length of a rotor blade La and compare each resulting term to E. As 
in Ref. 3, we shall adopt the following ordering scheme for the blades 
u _ (2) L = O(d r-- 0 t 
a LB 
!!... = O(d r = O(t) L = O(d La a La 
L = 0(c2) ~ = 0(£) VI • 0(£) WI = O(E) !... = 0(1) (46) L2 La B 
i}t/i}!) = 0(£) llil.'--. = 0 ( £ ) 
.0 = 0(1) 
a La 
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Note that primes denote differentiations with respect to the spatial variable 
x, and .0 = .o(x), • = .(x,t) are blade pretwist and blade torsional dis-
placement about the deformed elastic axis, respectively, where the pretwist 
is considered as a static torsional displacement. The angles .0 and. are 
defined here differently than in Ref. 3 where the sum .0 + • was taken to be 
the "total torsional bending" about an axis parall~l to axis xB. We shall 
see in the next section that it is necessary to obtain the vector {rB + uB} 
given by Eq. (45) to 0(£3). 
In view of Eqs. (46), the largest terms in the vector multiplying [TOB]T 
in Eq. (45) are 0(£) terms so that it is necessary to express [TOB] in terms 
of the elastic displacements to 0(£2) only. Hence, the matrix [T OB ] can be 
written in the form (see Ref. 3) 
v,2 w,2 
1--2-- 2 
[T OB ]= -[v'cos(·o+~)+w'sin(·O+~)] 
v' 
,2 
(1 - ~)cos(.o+.+v'w') 
,2 
(1 - ~)sin(.o+.+v'w') 
Wi 
12 
(1 - w2 )sin{.O+.) 
,2 
(1 - ~)cos{.o+.) 
(47) 
in which it is assumed that the pretwist and torsional displacement are both 
taken to be zero at the blade root. It is understood that consistent order 
series expansions are used for sine and cosine terms. IntroduCing Eq. (47) 
into Eq. (45) and expressing ~ and ~ in terms of components along YB and zB' 
we obtain 
x+u-~(.o+.)'-(v'+W'.)(ncos.O-~sin.o) - (w'-v'.)(nsin'O+~cos.o)l 
,2 f 
eO+v+(l - ~)(ncos.o-~sin.o) - (.+v'wl)(ns;n.O+~cos.o) ( 
Wl2 , 
w+(l - -2--)(nsin.O+~cos.o) + .(ncos.o-~s;n.o) 
(48) 
.. 
where 0((4) terms and smaller have been neglected. Equations (48) contain 
nonlinear terms which we desire to retain. This is in contrast to the air-
frame and shaft, whose deformations are described strictly in terms of 
linear elasticity. 
Finally, it will prove convenient to obtain an expression for the angu-
lar velocity of the deformed blade axes xoYOzO at any point on the elastic 
axis a distance x from the blade root, where Yo and Zo are local principal 
axes of the cross section with origin on the elastic axis, in which yO is 
along the chord pointing toward the leading edge and Zo is normal to the 
blade mid-plane. and where Xo is tangent to the deformed elastic axis posi-
tive toward the free blade end. Note that n and ~ are measured along axes 
yo and zo' respectively. An expression for the angular velocity of axes 
xoYOzO relative to axes xBYBzS can be deduced from the bending curvature 
expressions given in Ref. 3 where care must be exercized in distinguishing 
between the torsional displacement as defined herein and the elastic kine-
matical pitch angle of Ref. 3 (see Ref. 4). Such an expression can be 
written in the form 
{w o} = (Y'_Y'V,2 - ! Y'w,2)s1n~ -(w'-Y'V'W'-w'w,2 - ! w'v,2)cos~ 2 0 2 0 
(Y'_V'V,2 - ~ y'W,2)cos'0+(w'-Y'V'W'-w'w,2 - t W'v,2)s;n+0 
+ v'(+cos+O - ~ +2sin+0)+w'(~sin,0 + l ~2cos+0) 
- v'(+sfn~O + i ,2cOSfO)+W'(+COSfO - ~ ,2s;n+0) 
where 0(£4) terms and smaller have been neglected. Hence, the angular 
velocity of axes xoYOzO is 
21 
(49) 
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where [lOB] is simply Eq. (47) evaluated at the point 0 in question. 
A summary of some important equations in this section can be found 
in Appendix A. 
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3. The Kinetic and Potential Energy 
To derive Lagrange1s equations of motion ·it is necessary to produce 
expressions for the kinetic energy, the potential energy, and the noncon-
servative virtual work. In this section we shall consider the kinetic 
and potential energy for the system and in the next< section we shall present 
., 
the virtual work due to aerodynamic forces. 
The kinetic energy of the airframe can be written in the general form 
TA = t f {wAlT{wAldmA 
rnA 
< (51) 
where rnA is the mass of the airframe. Introducing Eq. (8) into Eq. (51), 
we obtain 
where 
rnA = f dmA 
rnA 
[rAJ = f [rA + uAJdmA 
rnA 
{~A} = f {UA}dmA 
rnA 
(52) 
(53a) 
(53b) 
(53c) 
(53d) 
(53e) 
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will be referred to as "mass integrals", where rnA is the total mass of the 
airframe, [JA] is the matrix of moments of ine.rt1a of the airframe in de-
formed configuration about axes xAYAzA' and {HA} is an angular momentum 
vector of the airframe due to elastic velocities. Note that Eq. (52) takes 
into account the fact that [TAO] is an orthonormal matrix. 
Next, let us consider the shaft kinetic energy~and write it in the 
general form 
TS = ! J {ws}T{Ws}dmS 
mS 
(5 t, ) 
where {wS} is given by Eq. (19). Introducing Eq. ('19) into Eq. (54), we 
obtain 
(55) 
(56a) 
(56b) 
{Us} = f {UsJdms 
mS 
(56c) 
[JS] = f T [rS + US] [rS + uS]dmS 
mS 
(56d) 
{HS} ~ f [rS + us]T{Us}dms 
mS 
(56e) 
are certain mass integrals and [TSAJ is an orthonormal transformation. Equa-
24 
tion (55) looks deceivingly simple and is in fact quite complicated. For 
example, the vectors {wAS} and {nS} depend not only on the rigid body mo-
tions of the airframe but on the airframe elastic motion as well. Moreover, 
[TSA] involves the elastic rotation of the airframe at S and the angles 
between axes xESYESzES and xSySzS' which vary with :ime. In particular 
the translational velocity and angular velocity expressions, Eqs. (lO) and 
(17) respectively, must be substitJted into Eq. (55). later in this sec-
tion, we will simplify Eq. (55) by ignoring certain higher order terms. 
Assuming that the point T coincides with the mass center of the rigid 
tail rotor, the kinetic energy of the tail rotor can be written as 
(57) 
where mT is the mass and [JT] is the matrix of moments of inertia about 
axes xTYTzT of the tail rotor. Similarly, assuming that the point H coin-
cides with the mass center of the rigid hub, we can write the hub kinetic 
energy as 
(58) 
where mH is the mass and [JH] is the matrix of moments of inertia about 
axes xHYHzH of the hub. Although Eqs. (57) and (58) are considerably simpler 
than Eq. (55), the velocities {wAT } and {nT} for the tail rotor and {wSH } 
and {n~l} for the hub still depend on the motion of the airframe. In addi-
tion, {wSH } and {nH} also include the motion of the transmf~sion shaft. 
Finally, we can write the kinetic energy for each rotor bl.de in the 
general form 
(59) 
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where mB is the mass of the blade. Note that the subscript i, identifying 
a particular blade, has been ignored temporarily. Introducing Eq. (44) 
into Eq. (59), we obtain 
1 • T· 1 T] 1 J . T· TB = 2 mB {wLB } {wLB } + 2 {na} [JB {nB} + 2 {uB} {uB}dmB mB 
(60) 
where 
(61a) 
(61b) 
(61c) 
(61 d) 
(61e) 
The various quantities in Eqs. (60) and (61) are analogous to those per-
taining to the airframe and the shaft. Of all the component kinetic energies, 
Eq. (60) is the most complex. In general, the velocity {wLB } and angular 
velocity {nB} take into account the rigid body translation and rotation of 
the airframe, the airframe elastic motion. the rigid body rotation of the 
transmission shaft relative to the airframe. the transmission shaft elastic 
motion, the rigid body rotation of the flap link rel~tive to the hub. and the 
rigid body rotation of the lag link relative to the flap link. A method 
of simplifying these coupling effects will be given later in this report. 
The blade ordering scheme of Sec. 2 will be used in this section to obtain 
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0((3) expansions of Eqs. (61). 
Equations (52), (55), (57), (58), and (60) give the kinetic energy for 
each component. The system kinetic energy is formed by simply summing up 
these equations, where it is now necessary to introduce the subscript i in 
Eq. (60) and sum over the number of blades. 
M 
T = TA + TT + TS + TH + .L TS 
1=1 i 
This yields 
(62) 
Substituting Eqs. (52), (55), (57), (58), and (60) into Eq. (62) and grouping 
together terms of the same type, we can write 
in which 
6 
T = LT. j=l J 
1 • T· 1 • T· 1 • T· T1 = 2 rnA {wOA } {wOA} + 2 mT{wAT } {wAT} + 2 ms {wAS} {wAS} 
1 • T· 1 ~. T· 
+ 2 mH {wSH} {wSH} + 2 ms i~l {wLS};{wLS}i 
• T ]T - • T ]T - ] T 2 = -{wOA } [TAO [rAHnA} - {WAS} [TSA [rS {ns } 
M 
- L {WLB}~[TBL]~[rB]i{nB}i 
i=l 
, , ~ 
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(63) 
(64a) 
(64b) 
(64c) 
(64d) 
(64e) 
(64f) 
-. 
Equations (64) possess all of the complexities mentioned earlier. A direct 
approach to evaluating the system kinetic energy explicitly is to substitute 
explicit expressions for Eqs. (53), (56), and (61) as well as explicit 
expressions for the velocities and angular velocities given by Eqs. (A28)-
(A32) and (A12)-(A16) into Eqs. (64)~ The extreme tediousness involved 
forces us to seek explicit forms for some terms at'one time and for other 
terms at a different time. This is motivated by the different treatments 
necessary for the two different types of quantities, those which depend on 
the spatial position and time and those which depend on time alone. One 
possibility is to substitute explicit expressions for Eqs. (53), (56), and 
(61) into Eqs. (64) while retaining all other quantities in implicit form, 
i.e., to write the components of the velocity and angular velocity vectors 
of each set of axes implicitly. This approach is convenient when the elas-
tic displacements and velocities are of interest. It is the approach of 
this section. Another possibility is to substitute Eqs. (A28)-(A32) and 
(A12)-(A16) into Eqs. (64) while retaining the matrix quantities defined by 
Eqs. (53), (56), and (61) implicitly. Such an approach is more suitable 
when the discrete coordinates are being considered and the approach will be 
discussed in more detail later in this report. 
let us now examine the airframe kinetic energy, Eq. (52), more closely. 
Assuming that the angular velocity vector {OA} and the elastic displacement 
vector {uA} are sufficiently small that their product can be ignored, we can 
make the following simplifications in Eqs. (53b, d, and e) 
(6Sa) 
(65b) 
(6Sc) 
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Note that this is equivalent to ignoring the cross product ~A x ~A in Eq. (7). 
Equations (65) have simple physical meaning. Equation (65a) is the skew 
synwnetric matrix associated with the vector from A to the airframe mass 
center in undeformed configuration, Eq. (65b) is the inertia matrix of the 
undeformed airframe about axes xAYAzA' and Eq. (65c) is an angular momentum 
vector due to the airframe elastic velocities. 
Thus far, we have been concerned with the airframe elastic displacements 
and velocities in a general way only. Now we wish to explore the possibility 
of representing these displacements in terms of airframe modes. Recognizing 
that these modes are three-dimensional, we can represent them by 3 x 1 column 
matrices {~Ai(xA' YA' zA)} and write 
p 
{uA(xA' YA' zA' t)} = L {~Ai(xA' YA' zA)}nAi{t) i=l {66} 
where nAi(t} are generalized coordinates associated with these modes. Note 
that the mode {~Ai} gives the three displacement components at every mass 
point of the airframe. Introducing the 3 x P airframe modal matrix 
(67) 
and the airframe elastic generalized coordinate vector 
(68) 
Eq. (66) can be written in the compact form 
{uA} = [~A]{nA} (69) 
Substituting Eq. (69) into Eqs. (53) and taking into account Eqs. (65) we 
can write the airframe kinetic energy as 
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(70) 
in which we have introduced the definitions 
(71a) 
(71 b) 
(7lc) 
Substantial simplification can be achieved if the point A is chosen to 
coincide with the center of mass of the undeformed airframe. Then, if the 
elastic modes are orthogonal to the rigid body modes, we can write 
(72) 
so that 
(73) 
The requirement that xAYAzA be principal axes of the airframe does not 
yield significant savings, so that it need not be made. Inserting Eqs. (73) 
into Eq. (70), the kinetic energy reduces to 
(74) 
where [JA] is now the matrix of moments of inertia of the airframe in unde-
formed configuration about axes xAYAzA and [MA] is the diagonal matrix of 
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"generalized masses". 
The above development is predicated on the availability of free-free 
airframe modes, which cannot be taken for granted. Moreover, it may not be 
the most advantageous way to describe the airfr~me motion. Hence, we wish 
to consider the possibility of using a different type of airframe modes. 
As mentioned earlier, an alternative to the uSe of airframe free-free 
modes is the use of cantilever modes, obtained by regarding the airframe 
as being fixed at the transmission base. We recall that this point was 
denoted by S in the preceding section. This alternative has the advantage 
that it eliminates the need of considering the intermediate axes xESYESzES' 
and indeed one can assume that xAYAzA take their place. On the other hand, 
the cantilever modes are not orthogonal to the rigid body modes, so that 
additional terms appear in the kinetic energy which do not appear in Eq. 
(74) . 
In view of the above, let us assume that axes xAYAzA have the origin 
at point S and that axis zA coincides with the direction of the shaft axis 
in undeformed state. Axes xA and YA are attached to the airframe and are 
normal to zA' Then Eqs. (65a), (65b), and (71) remain valid except that 
their interpretation is different. Of course, the difference comes from the 
fact that the matrix [~A] now represents cantilever modes and not free-free 
modes. Likewise, the vector {rAJ is now measured from point S, which af-
fects [rAJ, [IA], and [JA]. In particular, [JA] is now the inertia matrix 
of the airframe in undeformed configuration about axes xAYAzA with the 
origin at S. Clearly, simplifications (72) are no longer possible and the 
kinetic energy remains in the form (70). 
In contrast to the airframe where all components of {OA} are small 
and vary with time, the third component of the shaft angular velocity vector 
{OS} contains a large constant part. Giving special consideration to this 
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angular velocity component, in the sense that quantities containing this 
component may not necessarily be small, we substitute Eq. (20) into Eqs. 
(56), integrate over the length of the shaft, and obtain 
0 - -
-rSz rSy 
[rS] = - -rSz 0 -r sx (75a) 
- -
.... 
-rSy rSx 0 
-uSx 
. (u } = -S uSy (75b) 
-
uSz 
JSxx -Jsxy -J Sxz 
[JS] = -J SXY J Syy -J Syz (75c) 
-J Sxz -J Syz JSzz 
HSx 
{HS} = HSy (75d) 
HSz 
where 
(76a) 
(76b) 
( 76c) 
JSxy = 0 
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LS LS 
HSX = fa psvszsdzS HSY ~ -fa psuszsdzs 
LS 
Hsz = fa ps(usvs - vsuS)dzS 
(76d) 
in which Ps is the mass per unit length, LS 1s the length, and mS is the 
total mass of the uniform shaft. In addition, we can write the third term 
.... 
in Eq. (55) as 
LS t f {us}T{us}dms = t f ps(u~ + v~)dZS 
mS a 
(77) 
Next, we wish to discretize Eqs. (76) and (77) and use the result to 
write a discretized shaft kinetic energy. Thus, let us assume that the 
shaft elastic displacements can be written as linear combinations of 
space dependent functions multiplied by time dependent generalized coordi-
nates in the form 
(78) 
Note that we are simulating the elastic shaft by 2Su + s~ degrees of freedom. 
[ ]T d [ ]. [ • I • I • I ]T We can write {OS} = nSx 0Sy 0Sz an TSA {WAS} = wASx wASy wAsz 
where WASx ' WASy ' WASz are components of the vector ~AS along axes xSYSzS 
in contrast to WASX ' WASy ' WASZ which are the components along axes xAYAzA· 
Substituting Eqs. (78) into Eqs. (76) and (77), we can write the shaft kinetic 
energy, Eq. (55), in the discrete form 
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(79) 
(80) 
Before we can write explicit expressions for the rotor blade "mass in-
tegrals" Eqs. (61), we must apply the ordering scheme (46) to the blade 
kinetic energy Eq. (60). To this end, it is desirable to compare nondimen-
sional quantities directly with the parameter £. Let us divide Eq. (60) by 
the quantity mBn2L~ which has units of energy, where ms is the mass and LB 
is the length of a rotor blade, and n is the con~tant angular velocity im-
parted to the shaft by the enQi~e. Note that this division is compatible 
with the ordering scheme (46). 
i 
i 
t 
i 
~ 
! 
the third term and parts of the second and fifth terms in the blade kinetic 
energy, Eq. (60). Terms of order E3 were retained'~hile 0(E 4) terms were 
ignored. By examination of the four'th and fifth terms in Eq. (60), it is 
readily seen that 0(E 3) terms in {rB + uB} and {u~} can be of the same or-
der of magnitude as the 0(e3) terms of Ref. 3, depending on the magnitude 
of {wLB }. These terms are a direct result of the translational velocity of 
the blade root, i.e., of the point B, represented by the vector ~LB in 
Eq. (43), and we note that in high speed flight {wLB } can have large com-
ponents, so that the fourth and fifth terms in Eq. (60) must include 0(£3) 
terms in {uB} and {rB + uB}' respectively. 
Substituting Eq. (48) into Eqs. (61), integrating over the undeformed 
blade, and retaining terms through 0(£3), we can write the components of 
Eqs. (61) in a form analogous to Eqs. (76) for the shaft, as 
LS 
rsx • fa p[x + u - em(V'+w'~)cos '0 - em(w'-v',)sin 'O]dxs 
LS 
rSY = r p[eo + v + em(l - l,2 - l v,2)cos '0 - em(,+v'w')sin ~o]dxs (81a) 
-a 
LS 
rsz = fa p[w + em(l - t ,2 - l w,2)sin '0 + em' cos 'O]dxS 
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• LS 
USy = fa p[v - em(~~+v'v'jcos ~a - em(~+v'w'+V'w')sin ~O]dr.B 
• Ls . 
UBz = fa p[w - em(~~+W'w')sin ~a + em~ cos ~a]dxB 
LB 
JBxx = fa [p(e~+v2+w2+2eaV) + 2pem(eaCOS ~a - ea~sin ~a + vcos ~a 
- v~sin ~a + wsin ~a + W$COS ~a) + Jp]dXS 
LB 
JByy = fa [p(x2+2xu+w2) + 2pem(-xy'COS ~a+xV'$sin ~a - xw'sin ~o 
(alb) 
- xw'~cos ~a + wsin ~a + w~cos ~o) + J2(s;n2~a + 2~s;n ~o cos ~o 
J 
1 
1 
:'4 
I 
i 
I 
1 
1 
+ ~2 sin2 ~o - ~2 cos2 ~O)]dXB 
Ls 
Jszz = fo [p(x2+2xu+e~+v2+2eov) + 2pem(-xv'COS ~o + xv'~sin ~o - xw'sin ~o 
j 
, 
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(81e) 
- vv'cos ~o - vw'sin ~o + ueos $0) + pCm$Qsin $0 + J2(-v'cos2 $0 
- w'eos2 $O)]dxB 
(LB 
JByz = Jo 
[p(eOw+vw) + pem(eOsin $0 + eO$cos ~ + vsin $0 + V$COS $0 
+ WCOS $0 - w~sin ~o) + J2(sin $0 cos $0 - $sin2 $0 
+ $COS2 $0) + J1(-sin $0 cos ~O + $sin2 $0 - $COS 2 ~O)]dxB 
,LB 
HBx = Jo 
[p(wv-eow-vw)- Jp~ + pem(vsin $0 + V$COS ~O - wcos ~o 
+ w~sin $0 - w~sin ~o - eo~cos $0 - v~cos ~O)]dxS 
Ls 
Hay = fa [p(xw+uw-wu) + pem(X~COS $0 - x$~sin $0 - w'w'sin $0 + wv'cos ~o 
+ wW'sin $0 - usin ~o - v'wcos ~o - w'wsin $0) + J2(v'sin $OCOS $0 
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• • .) (. 2 
+ xv'w'sin $0 + v'vcos $0 + w'vsin $0 + J2 -vlcos $0 
in which we introduced the definitions 
(82) 
where y = y(x, n, ~) is the mass density of the blade and the symbol A de-
notes here integration over the blade cross-sectional area. Due to assump-
tions of cross-sectional symmetry about the n axis and anti-symmetry of the 
warp function At we also used the relations 
In addition, we can write the third term in Eq. (60) in the form 
lB 
1 I . T· 1 J ·2 ·2 ·2 ( ••. 2 {uB} {uB}dms = 2 [p(v +w ) + J $ + 2pem -V$Sln $0 ms a ..:.L.. 
!- w~cos $O)]dxs 
(83) 
(84) 
Equations (81) and (84) contain several 0(£4) torsion terms which have 
been underlined. These terms are formally of higher-order and could be 
ignored. These terl:1S were shown in Ref. 3. however, to be important for 
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low torsional natural frequencies, llnd hencl~, have been retained here for 
completeness. 
In actuality, to obtain Eqs. (81) and (84) we should integrate over 
the deformed blade or,equivalent1y,correct the integration over the unde-
formed blade by introducing into the integrand the absolute value of the 
Jacobian associated with the transformation from the position of a point in 
the undeformed blade to the position of the same point in the deformed 
blade. The Jacobian in question differs from unity by a quantity of order 
£2, so that its introduction would not change our results substantially. 
Hence, the added complication appears unwarranted and will be left out. 
Next, we wish to discretize Eqs. (81) and use the result to writ~ t~­
blade kinetic energy in a discrete form. To this end, let us con~idet 
series expansions 
Nu 
u = .2 ~ui(x)qui(t) 
1 =1 
(85) 
where ~ .' ~ ., ~ ., ~~l· are space dependent admissible functions and qUl.' Ul Vl Wl 'I' 
qvi' qwi' q~i are associated generalized coordinates. Note that we are re-
presenting the elastic motion of each blade by Nu + N
v 
+ N
w 
+ N~ degrees of 
freedom. Substituting Eqs. (85) into Eqs. (81) and (84) we can write the 
discretized blade kinetic energy in a form resembling Eq. (79), where this 
form contains a very large number of integrals similar to the mass integrals 
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(80). The discretized blade kinetic energy is extremely lengthy and its 
presentation here is omitted for brevity. 
As mentioned earlier, a derivation of Lagrange's equations of motion 
requires also a derivation of the system potential energy. The potential 
energy is composed of two distinctly different parts; namely, the potential 
energy due to gravity, and the potential energy due'to the elastic effects. 
The following discussion is directed towards finding expressions for the 
potential energy of each component and ultimately the potential energy of 
the system. 
To calculate the gravitational potential energy of the airframe, we 
assume that the gravitational field is uniform. Hence, the potential energy 
of any mass point on the airframe is the product of the weight of the mass 
point multiplied by the height above the earth's surface, i.e., the verti-
cal distance of the mass point from O. This distance can be written in 
the form 
(86) 
so that the gravitational potential is 
(87) 
where g is the local acceleration due to gravity. The last term of Eq. (87) 
is recognized as the vertical distance from A to the mass center of the de-
formed airframe. When the elastic deformations are small. they can be 
ignored in Eq. (87) and one can replace the last term by the vertical dis-
tance from A to the mass center of the undeformed airframe. 
The airframe elastic potential energy can be written in the general 
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(88) 
where 
(89) 
in which [h~] is the diagonal matrix of natural frequencies squared, where 
the natural frequencies correspond to the elastic modes of the airframe. 
Of course, the matrix [KA] depends on whether free-free or cantilevered 
modes are used. Similarly, the matrix [MA] of generalized masses and the 
matrix [h~] of natural frequencies squared are different in each case. 
By analogy with Eq. (87), the gravitational potential energy of the 
shaft is 
(90) 
Assuming that the shaft undergoes nonnal stress along axis Zs as well as 
shearing stress, so that letting EIS be the flexural rigidity and GJ S the 
torsional stiffness of the shaft, the elastic potential energy of the shaft 
is 
LS ~(a2)2 a2 )2] LS (a~ 2 
YES = t f EIS ~S +( ;S dZS + t f GJ S azS) dZs a (}Is dZs a S (91) 
Substituting Eqs. (78) into Eq. (91), the elastic potential energy can be 
written in the discrete fonn 
S S 
_ 1 U U ljJ"tjJ" 
YES - 2".1 .1 KiJ· (T'luiT'luj 1=1 J=l 
S S 
1 ~ ~ 0'0' 
+ T'I .T'I .) + -2 L L K •• Vl VJ i=l j=l lJ 
in which we introduced the definitions 
(92) 
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LS 
tjllltjllI J 
Kij = 0 EIStjI~itjl;jdZS (93a) 
L 
e'e' J S Kij = 0 GJS0Si0SjdzS (93b) 
where primes designate derivatives with respect to ~S' 
Assuming that the tail rotor is a rigid fan with its mass center at 
point T, the gravitational potential energy for the tail rotor can be written 
in the form 
(94) 
while the tail rotor elastic potential energy is zero by virtue of the rigid-
ity assumption. Similarly, the gravitational potential energy of the rigid 
hub with mass center at H can be written in the form 
T T T T VGH = mHg(wOAZ + {e3} [TAO] {rAS + uAS } + {e3 l [TAO] [TSA ] {rSH + uSHl) 
(95) 
By analogy with Eqs. (87) and (90), the gravitational potential energy 
of a typi ca 1 rotor blade can be wri tten in the form 
T T T T VGB = mBg(wOAZ + {e3l [TAO] {rAS + uASl + {e 3}[TAO ] [TSA] {rSH + uSH } 
T T T T T T T T T 
+ {e 3} [TAO] [TSA] [THS ] {rHFl + LF{e 3} [TAO] [TSA] [THS ] [T FH ] {ell 
T T T T T T 
+ ~ {e 3} [TAO] [TSA ] [THS ] [T FH ] [\F] {ell 
The elastic potential energy for a rotor blade is identical to that of 
Ref. 5 before the axial displacement u was eliminated. Assuming that the 
blade undergoes normal and shearing stresses the classical nonlinear strain-
displacement relations to O(e 3) are (see Ref. 3) 
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_ yll[ncoS(~O + cj)) - r;sin(~O + ~)] - w"[nsin(~O + ~) + r;cos(~o + ~)] 
(97) 
( dA)' _ ( aA)' £ =-r;;+-~' £ - n--~ Xn an xr;; ar;; 
For a linear stress-strain law, the blade elastic potential energy is simply 
(98) 
where E is the modulus of elasticity and G is the shear modulus. Substi-
tuting Eqs. (97) into Eq. (98), integrating over the blade cross-section, 
and retaining terms as in Ref. 5 yields 
LS V = 1 J < E{[u' + 1 (y.2 + w· 2)]2A + ($'~' + 1 ~.2)2B + f,2C 
EB 2 a 2 0 2 1 1 
112[1 . 2 I 2 2' (II)] + W 251n $0 + lCOS ~O + ~ Sln ~O cos ~O 2 - 1 
_ 2[u' + t (v· 2 + w·2)][yIlCOS ~O + w"sin ~O - 2$ sin ~O cos ~O(vll-wll)]AeA 
_ 2(~'~' + 1 ,I..2)[yIlCOS,l. + w"sin ~ - 2~ sin 4> cos,l. (YI_W")]8 o 2 'f 'f0 0 0 'f0 2 
+ 2yllw"[sin $0 cos ~O + ~(cos2 ~O - sin2 $0)](12 - 11) 
_ 2v"<I>" (5 in .0 + <l>cos .0)C2 + 2w"<!>" (cos <1>0 - <1>5; n .0 )C2l + Glp<l> , 2> dx 
(99) 
where A is the cross-sectional area and 
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1 = If A r;2dndr, 12 = ffA n2dndr; AeA = If A ndndr; 1 
Ip = HA ~ 
(lOOa) 
Ak~ = It (n2 + 2 a~)2 ( a~y] I; )dndl; - - + z; + - dndz; a z; ..... on 
Cl = JJA >.2dndz; C2 = If A z;>.dnd Z; 
are certain cross-section integrals. Note that I, and 12 are flapwise and 
chordwise area moments of inertia, respectively, Ak~ is the area polar 
moment of inertia, Ip is the torsional constant including cross-sectional 
warping and eA is the tension offset from the elastic axis. We note that 
because of symmetry of the cross-section about the n axis and anti-symmetry 
of the warp function, we have taken into account in Eq. (99) the fact that 
IIA ~d"d, = IIA n~d"d~ = IIA~("2 + ~2)d"d~ = IIA ~d"d~ = IIA ~ndnd~ = 0 
(lOOb) 
Equation (99) can be discretized by using the expansions (85). Such a 
discrete expression for the blade elastic potential energy is very lengthy 
and will be omitted here for brevity. 
Equations (87), (88), (90), (91), (94), (95), (96), and (99) define 
the gravitational and elastic potential energy for all the system components. 
In addition the shaft can undergo rigid body rotation relative to the air-
frame, the flap link can rotate relative to the hub, and the lag link can 
rotate relative to the flap link. For generality, we shall assume that 
torsional springs are present to counteract the~e rotations. 
The potential energies due to these ~prings can be written as I I ' 
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(101 a) 
where ksx' kSY ' ka' kS are the torsional spring constants. Thus, the total 
system potential energy can be written in the form 
v = VGA + VEA + VGT + VGS + VES + VGH + VKSx + VKSy 
M 
+ i~l (VKai + VKSi + VGBi + VEBi ) 
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4. The Aerodynamic Loading and Virtual Work 
As indicated in Section 3, Lagrange's equations of motion require the 
expression for the nonconservative virtual work. In this section, we shall 
produce this expression for the main rotor, tail rotor, and airfr~me. 
We begin with the formulation of the main rotor· aerodynamic loads. 
A strip theory or blade element approach is adopted because the results 
are in the form of loads per unit span, and thus are easily integrable over 
the total area of each blade, and because the theory allows a high level of 
flexibility in regard to the flow field assumptions. 
Before beginning the detailed analysis, a brief outline of assumptions 
and definitions is in order. The lift and pitching moment at a typical 
main roter blade st~tion are obtained via the Theodorsen expressions for os-
ci1lating airfoils. The velocity used in these expressions is the local 
two-dimensional relative wind due to both nonosci1latory motions of the air-
foil and induced flow, hereafter referred to as the nonoscillatory relative 
wind. In contrast, the blade element drag is assumed to depend upon and act 
along the total two-dimensional or oscillatory relative wind, which i~ defined 
as the velocity due to all blade motions and induced flow. In all phases of 
the aerodynamic formulations, effects due to reversed flow. stall. and shed 
wakes are ignored; compressibility is treated by use of the Prandtl-Glauert 
factor. 
In the induced flow analysis, it is convenient to work in terms of the 
hub x~H plane rather than the average tip path plane so that the complica-
tions of determining the latter are avoided. For the flight regimes to be 
studied, the orientations of the two planes should differ by only a few de-
grees; this justification for using the hub plane remains to be verified. 
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The mean induced velocity, as determined from simple momentum theory 
(see Ref. 6) 1 s 
(103 ) 
where TR is the rotor thrust along the zH axis, lB the rotor radius, YA the 
the air density, B the tip loss factor, and V' the relative wind at the hub. 
The tip loss factor is given by 
nCT B=l--M-
where M is the number of rotor blades and 
The relative wind at the hub has the expression 
V, [(. . )2 (. }2]1/2 = W-wOAX Sln uR + wOAX cos uR 
(104 ) 
(105 ) 
(106 ) 
where uR is the angle between the velocity of the hub and the plane normal 
to the hub axis zR' 
For hover, wOAX _ 0 and the induced velocity is 
(107 ) 
For high forward speeds, W « wOAX ' Vi ~ wOAX ' and 
(108 ) 
For moderate forward flight, Eqs. (103) and (106) are solved Simultaneously 
for W, resulting in the quartic 
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(109 ) 
The mean induced flow is then corrected by Glauert's expression 
W. = W(l - lr K cos ~Z) 1n B v ( 110) 
where r is the radia1 distance from the hub center and Kv' according to 
Payne (Ref. 7), has the form 
4 ~ ,- ~ K =-,,--\1.2+-) If j y >. (111 ) 
in which 
(112) 
is the advance ratio and 
(113 ) 
is the rotor inflow ratio. 
The induced velocity W .• which is assumed to be in the -zH direction, 1n 
is then expressed in terms of components along the deformed blade section 
coordinate system xoyozo as 
(114 ) 
where [TOHJ is the matrix product [TOB ] [TBl ] [TlFJ [TFHJ (see Appendix A). 
The inertial velocity of a typical blade element is calculated by 
utilizing the previously introduced coordinate systems and velocity expres-
sions. Specifically, the velocity of any point on the elastic axis of blade 
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i·, in terms of components along xOYOzO' is given by Eq. (A33) of Appendix 
• I A with n and ~ set equal to zero. If this velocity is denoted by {wB}E' 
where the subscript E refers to the elastic axis, then the OSCillatory 
relative wind {U} is given by 
{u} 
= {~n = {Win} - h~IVE ... ( 115) 
Since the profile drag is assumed to depend upon the two-dimensional 
OSCillatory relative wind. we can use Eq. ('115) to write its magnitude as 
( 116) 
where U2 = U2
2 
+ u/. c is the local blade chot'd length, and COO is the 
local profile drag coefficient (see Fig. 8). 
As mentioned at the beginning of this section. Theodorsenls equations 
call for the use of the nonoscillatory blade motion, which is defined as 
t~e sum of all motions except those which contribute to the unsteady velocity 
of the airfoil in the direction perpendicular to the nonoscillatory relative 
wind. This nonoscillatory motion is obtained by setting the flap angle rate 
B and the blade bending rate w (along with n and ~) equal to zero in the 
right side of Eq. (A33) of Appendix A. If the resulting velocity is termed 
{Wal}EN ' where the subscript EN refers to nonoscillatory motion of the 
elastic axis, then the nonoscillatory relative wind is given by 
( 117) 
* As mentioned in Section 2, it is understood that the subscript i on variables 
associated with a particular rotor blade is deleted for clarity. 
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Theodorsen's expressions for the unsteady lift and pitching moment 
about the elastic axis are (see Ref. 8) 
l = C1aYAVbC(k)[VaA-i+b(~ - a) ~A] + nYAb2{V~A-z-ba~A) 
and 
2 [(1 . 2 1 2·· "J 
- nyAb 2 - a) VbaA + b (8 + a ) aA + baz ( 119) 
In these expressions, C1a is the local blade element lift coefficient per 
unit length, V = (V2
2 + V32)1/2, b is the blade semichord, a is the dis-
tance from the midchord to the elastic axis in percent of semichord b, 
measured positive towards the trailing edge, C(k) is the complex lift defi-
ciency function, aA is the instantaneous inclination of the chord to the non-
oscillatory relative wind, and i is an upward (perpendicular to the nonoscil-
latory relative wind) translational velocity of the elastic axis. The angle 
of attack QA can be written as (see Fig. 8) 
"A = tan -1 [~ ~ ] (120 ) 
The terms aA and z are given by 
( 121) 
. 
z = ---- (122) 
where B3 is the third component of the 3 x 1 matrix ([TOFJ[rFL ] + [TOL ] x 
[rlB][TLF ] + [TOS][rB+uB][TBF]){e2}' which is recognized as the coefficient 
of B in Eq. (A33) and TOB31 , TOB32 ' and TOB33 are elements of the last row 
of matrix [lOB]. The terms z and uA in Eqs. (118) and (119) will be 
neglected (see Ref. 8). 
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The complex lift deficiency function C(k) is given by 
C(k) = F + iG (123) 
where 
(124 ) 
and 
(125) 
The Bessel functions J l , JO' Yl , and YO depend on the reduced frequency 
k - wb 
-V (126 ) 
where w, the frequency of oscillation is set equal to n for l/rev oscilla-
tions; more generally, w is the frequency which best represents the oscilla-
tory motion of the main rotor blades. Because this frequency is not known 
in advance, an iterative process may be required, so that the value of w 
assumed for the force computation is verified to agree with that resulting 
from the solution of the blade equations of motion. Note that C(k) intro-
duces both a reduction in magnitude of the unsteady loads and a time lag of 
tl ag = ~ tan -1 I ~ I (127 ) 
In the case of the quasi-steady assumption, C(k) = 1 and t lag = O. 
At time t, the components of the aerodynamic forces in the YOlO coor-
dinate system are 
{128} 
(129) 
and the pitching mom~~t is 
(130) 
Now that the el~rodynamic forces and moment acting on a typical blade 
section have been d~rived in terms of components along xoYOzO' we proceed 
to formulate the rnnconservative virtual work for the main rotor subsystem. 
The virtual work expression for the ith blade is 
( 131) 
where oWOy and owOz are virtual displacements in the Yo and Zo directions 
and 00xO is a virtual angular displacement about the xo axis. Explicit 
expressions for these quantities are listed in Appendix A as Eqs. (A39), 
{A40}, and {A36}. 
The fuselage aerodynamic characteristics are required for an eventual 
trim solution and for the airframe virtual work. The tail rotor exerts an 
aerodynamic force TR on the airframe at point T. This force, which is 
assumed to act in the zT direction (perpendicular to the tail rotor fdn 
plane) and is calculated as part of the trim procedure, counteracts any 
airframe rotational tendency due to drag on the main rotor blades or other 
j i 
aerodynamic effects. Also acting on the airframe at its center of mass 
are the overall airframe lift LA acting normal ,to the distant free-stream 
velocity, the airframe drag 0A acting along the distant free-stream velocity, 
and the airframe pitching moment MA about thp JA axis. These three airframe 
loads are given by 
( 132) 
(133) 
(134 ) 
where CLaA , COA ' and CMaA are the airframe lift, drag and pitching moment 
coefficients based on the reference area Sref' LSM is the static margin, 
2 _ . 2 . 2 
aAF is the airframe angle of attack, and VAF - (wOAX + wOAZ). Due to 
the nature of the flight regimes to be studied, side forces are not con-
sidered. 
The virtual work due to the three airframe loads and the tail rotor 
thrust is (see Fig. 9) 
(135 ) 
where 6wATz is given by Eq. (A41) of Appendix A. 
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5. Lagrange's Equations of Motion in General Form 
The kinetic energy, potential energy, and noncon$ervative virtual 
work have been d'iscussed in detail in Secs. 2-4. In this section we shall 
present a general form of Lagrange's equations for the system. 
Before we can proceed with Lagrange's equations, it is necessary to 
identify the functional dependence of T and V on the various generalized 
coordinates. The functional dependence presented here is the most general 
possible and not restricted to the linear case. First, we recognize that 
the airframe is described by three rigid-body translations wOft.X' wOAY ' wOAZ 
three rigid-body rotations A , A , A , and P elastic generalized coordinates x y z 
nAi (i = 1,2, ... ,P). Then, considering Eqs. (65a,b), (69), (70), (71), (87), 
and (88) in conjunction with Eqs. (3) and (4) as well as the definition of 
{WOA}' we conclude that the functional dependence of TA, VGA , and VEA is as 
follows: 
i = 1,2 to •• ,P (136a) 
(136b) 
i = 1,2, ... ,P (136c) 
The transmission shaft is described by three rigid-body rotations ~x, 
~y' and ~z relative to the deformed airframe and 2S
u 
+ S~ elastic generalized 
coordinates nuj' nvj' n~k (j = 1,2, ... ,Su; k = 1,2, ... ,S~). Note that the 
rotation ~z = J ndt is a specified function of time. Considering Eqs. (79), 
(90), (92), and (lOla,b) for the shaft kinetic energy, gravitational poten-
tia1 energy, elastic potential energy, and potential energies due to torsional 
spri ngs at the base, respecti ve ly, together wi th Eqs. (3), (4), (11), (12), 
(20), (69), (78), (A14), and (A30), we can write the functional dependence 
of TS' VGS ' VES ' VKSx and VKSy as follows: 
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i = 1,2, ... ,P; j = L2, ... ,Su (137a) 
i = 1,2, ... ,P; j =.1,2, ... ,Su (137b) 
J = 1,2, ... ,Su; k = 1,2,,,,,S4I (137c) 
(137d) 
VKSY = VKSy(ljIy) (137e) 
The tail rotor is described by one specified rotation f nT dt relative 
to the deformed airframe. The kinetic energy of the tail rotor is given by 
Eq. (57), so that considering Eqs. (3), (4), (26), (27), (28), and (66) the 
functional dependence of TT can be written as 
, 
TT = TT(WOAX'WOAY'WOAZ,AX,Ay,AZ,nAi,Ax,Ay,Az,nAi)' i = 1,2, ... ,) (138) 
On the other hand, the tail rotor potential energy is given by Eq. (94), and 
it is readily seen that 
VGT = VGT(WOAZ,Ax,Ay,Az,nAi) , i = 1,2, •.. ,P (139) 
Following the same pattern, the hub is fixed to the end of the transmission 
shaft and moves together with it, so that considering Eqs. (58) and (95) in 
conjunction with Eqs. (3), (4), (11), (12), (20), (21), (69), (78), (A15), 
and (A3l), we conclude that the functional dependence of TH and VGH is 
T H = T H{wOAX,wOAY'w OAZ,Ax,Ay,AZ ,nAi ,~x '~y,nuj ,nvj "\K ,AX ,Ay,A z ,nA; , 
ljIx,ljIy,n
u
j,n
v
j,n4lk) , i = 1,2, ... ,P; j = 1,2, ... ,Su; 
k = 1,2, ... ,S~ 
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1 
. 
VGH = VGH(WOAZ'AX'Ay'AZ,nAi'~X'~y,nuj,nvj) , i = 1,2, ... ,P; j = 1,2, ... ,Su 
(140b) 
Finally, the rth rotor blade is described by the three rotations llr 
(lead-lag), Sr (flapping), and 9r (pitch) as well as the Nu + Nv + Nw + N~ 
elastic generalized coordinates qur~' qvrm' qwrn' q4Jrs (~ = 1,2 •... ,Nu; 
m = 1,2 ..... N ; n = 1,2, ... ,N ; s = 1,2, ... ,N,J. As mentioned in Sec. 2, 
v w 'I' 
of the three rotations only llr and Sr are generalized coordinates. The 
kinetic energy is given in general form by Eq. (60). Considering Eqs. (8i), 
(84), and (85) along with Eqs. (3), (4), (11), (12), (20), (21), (30), (31). 
(36), (40), (69), (78), (A16), and (A32), the functional dependence of 
TBr (r = 1,2, ... ,M) is deduced to be 
~ = 1,2, ... ,N
u
; m = 1,2, ... ,N
v
; n = 1,2, ... ,N
w
; s = 1,2, ... ,N4J 
( 141) 
The gravitational and elastic potential energies VGBr and VEBr are given by 
Eqs. (96) and (99) respectively. whereas the potential energies VKllr and 
VKsr are given by Eqs. (lOlc) and (lOld). Their functional dependence is 
readily seen to be 
i = 1,2 •...• P; j = 1.2, ... ,Su; k = 1,2, ... ,S~; 1 = 1,2, ... ,Nu; 
m = 1,2, ... ,Nv; n = 1,2, ... ,Nw; s = 1,2 •...• N~ (l42a) 
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n = 1,2 •... ,Nw; s = 1,2, ... ,N. 
VKer = VKer{~r) 
Considering Eqs. {62} and {l02}, the system Lagrangian is 
M 
(142b) 
{142c} 
{ l42d} 
L = T-V = TA+TT+TS+TH-VGA-VEA-VGT-VGS-VES-VGH-VKSx-VKSy + L (TBr 
r=l 
{143 } 
Noting the functi~~al dependencies (136) - (142), Lagrange's equations for 
the three rigid-body translations can be written as 
d aL aL d a ( M dt -.- - = dt -.- TA + TT + Ts + TH + L TSr) = FAOX {144a} 
aWOAX ~'HOAX aWOAX r=l 
d aL aL d a M dt -.-- - =---- (TA + TT + TS + TH + L TBr ) = FAOY (144b) 
awOAY aWOAY 
dt 
aWOAY r=l 
{144c} 
where FOAX ' FOAY ' FOAZ are the nonconservative generalized forces associated 
with wOAX • wOAY ' wOAZ respectively. Similarly, we can write the rotation 
equation 
d aL 
dt ax 
x 
1 
. ; 
where analogous equations can be written for Ay and A
z 
and FAx' FAY' FAZ 
are the nonconservative generalized forces associRted with Ax' Ay' Az' 
respectively. In the same manner, we can write the airframe elastic defor-
mation equations 
a 
- anAi [TA + TT + TS + TH - VGA - VGT - VGS - VGH 
M 
- VEA + L (TBr - VGBr )] = FnAi ' i = 1,2, ... ,P r=l 
the transmission shaft rotation equation 
(146 ) 
where an analogous equation can be written for ~y' the transmission shaft 
elastic deformation equations 
d aL aL _ d a ( ML a 
-d - -- - -- - dt -.- TS + TH + TBr ) - ~n . [TS + TH - VGS t a~vj anvj anvj r=l a VJ 
M 
- VGH + L (TBr - VGBr ) - VES ] = r=l 
F . 
nVJ 
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M " M d aL _ 2L = 5L _a (T + L T ) - -" [T + L (T v 
dt an4>k an4>k dt an4>k H r=l Br an~k H r=l Br - GBr) 
j = 1,2, ... , Su; k = 1,2, ... , S 4> (148c) 
the rotor blade rotation equations 
(149a) 
d aL aL d aTBr aVGBr avKBr _ 
dt aa - aa
r 
= dt ~ + ~ + ~ - Far' r = 1,2, ... ,M 
r r 
(l49b) 
and the rotor blade elastic deformation equations 
d aL _ ~ =.L alBr _ alBr + aVGBr + aVzBr = F (150a) dt -.-
aqurt dt aq aqur£ aqur£ aqurt qurt aqurt urt 
d aL aL _ d aTBr aTBr aVGBr avEBr _ Fqurm ( 150b) ---- - -- - ---- - --+ --+ ---dt . aqurm dt aq aqurm aqurm aqurm aqurm urm 
d aL aL d aTBr aTBr aVGBr aVEBr F (150c) dt -.- - -- = ---- - --+ --+ -- = 
aqwrn aqwrn dt aq aqwrn aqwrn aqwrn qwrn wrn 
d aL aL _ d aTBr aTBr aVGBr aVEBr 
F q4>rs (150d) dt~ - --- ---- - --+ --+ --= aq4>rs dt aq aq~rs aq~rs aq~rs 4>rs ~rs 
r = 1,2, ... ,M 
where the meaning of FnAi , Fwx' FWY' Fnuj ' Fnvj ' Fn4>k' Far' Far' Fqurt ' 
Fqvrm' Fqwrn ' and Fq4>rs (i = 1,2, ... ,P; j = 1,2, ... ,Su' k = 1,2, ... ,54>' 
1 = 1,2, ... ,N ; m = 1,2, ... ,N ; n = 1,2, ... ,N , s = 1,2, ...• N~; r = 
u v W 'I' 
1,2, ... ,M) is obvious. 
Equations (144) - (150) represent a set of 6 + P + 2 + 25
u 
+ 54> + (N
u 
I 
1 
l 
I 
I 
+ Nv + Nw + N~)M coupled nonlinear rquations which must be solved simul-
taneously. Before we proceed with the actual solution. we must first ren-
der the equations in a more explicit form by replacing the various kinetic 
energy components, potential energy components, and generalized noncon-
servative forces by their specific matrix expressions. Then. we derive the 
variational equations by expanding the nonlinear equations about trim 
solutions. A general form of the trim solution and variational equations 
will be discussed in the next section. 
Lagrange's equations. Eqs. (144) - (150) involve an extremely large 
number of matrix multiplications and differentiations both with respect 
to generalized coordinates and velocities and time. The magnitude of the 
task demands a more automated approach. so that in Sec. 7 we present a 
procedure for the derivation of Lagrange's equations by computer manipu-
lation. 
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6. The Perturbation Equations 
Let us assume that, following discretization, the helicopter can be 
represented by an n-degree-of-freedom system, so that its motion is des-
cribed by n second-order Lagrange's equations or 2n first-order Hamilton's 
equations. The latter set can be written in the form 
(151) 
where Xi are generally nonlinear functions of the variables xi (i = 1,2, ... , 
2n) and of the time t. Note that n of the variables xi represent generalized 
displacements and the remaining n represent generalized velocities, or 
generalized momenta. The 2n variables xi(t) define the state of the system 
a t any time t. 
Next, let us consider a special solution of Eqs. (151), namely, a 
trim solution. In general, there are many such solutions, but solutions of 
particular interest are those corresponding to hovering and to forward 
flight. Denoting a part;cular trim solution by A,li(t), anci i"t;!cognizing that 
~i(t) must satisfy Eqs. (151), we can write 
~i(t) = Xi(~1'~2'···'~2n,t) , i = 1,2, ... ,2n (152 ) 
In general, such solutions are periodic, ~i(t) = ~i(t + T). We shall refer 
to 1>i as the unperturbed motion. 
Letting Yi(t) be perturbations about a given trim solution ~i(t), the 
general perturbed motion can be written in the form 
(153 ) 
so that, introducing Eqs. (153) into Eqs. (151), we obtain 
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~i + Yi = Xi ($l + Yl'$2 + Y2, .. ·,$2n + Y21, t) , i = 1,2, ... ,2n (154) 
Considering Eqs. (152), Eqs. (154) reduced to' 
i = 1,2, .... ,2n 
which are referred to as the differential equations' of the perturbed motion. 
Equations (155) can be expressed in a different form. To this end, let us 
expand the first term on the right side of Eqs. (155) in the Taylor's series 
about the trim solution 
2n aX i I 2 
+.1: ax. x=A.Y i +OiC~), i = 1,2, ... ,2n J=l J ~ 1: (156 ) 
where x, ~, ~nd ~ are 2n-dimensional vectors associated with xi' $i' and Yi' 
respectively, and o.(y2) denotes terms of second order in Yi' Introducing 1 ~ 
the notation 
aXil 
aij{t) = aXj ~=t ' i,j = 1,2, . .,,2n (157) 
and considering Eqs. (156), Eqs. (155) can be rewritten in the form 
. 2n 2 
Yi = j~l a;j{t)Yj + °i{~ ) , i = 1,2, ... ,2n ( 158) 
where in general the coefficients aij are periodic, aij(t) ~ aij(t + T). 
Note that Eqs. (158) are nonlinear because of the terms 0i(t2). 
A case of particular interest is that in which the perturbations yi(t) 
are small. In this case, we can neglect the second-order terms in Eqs. (158) 
and obtain the set of linearized equations 
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, i = 1,2, ... ,2n ( 159) 
which are referred to as the variational equations. 
The perturbation equations, Eqs. (158), or the linearized ver~ion, Eqs. 
(159), were derived on the assumption that the solution ~i(t) represents an 
actual trim solution, i.e., they represent a solution of the original equa-
tions (151). Trim solutions, however, are difficult to obtain and at times 
one may wish to assume an approximate solution and derive a set of pertur-
bation equations about the "assumed trim". The question arises naturally as 
to the behavior of these equations. To answer this question, let us denote 
* the actual trim by ~i(t) and the assumed trim by ~i(t). Assuming that the 
two solutions differ to some extent, we can write 
(160) 
where 0i(t) (i = 1,2 •... ,2n) represents the difference between the two solu-
tions. Then, the perturbed motion can be written in the form 
(161 ) 
* where Yi(t) are perturbations from the assumed trim. Inserting Eqs. (161) 
into Eqs. (151), we obtain 
i :: 1,2, ... ,2n (162 ) 
* so that, expanding Xi about the assumed trim ~i' we can write Eqs. (162) in 
the form 
i :: 1,2,.".2n ( 163) 
.'~ "::1:~~~,~,~,:~~~~~,"-"' '.~~.-~~~"'~'~~~~'~'~~~'-"~--~" -.. ~~~~-~ "-"~'-'~--'~'~~~~f~~~~,~,~r'~p,~,~ 
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Unlike the case in which the expansion was about the actual trim, however, 
the first two terms on the right side of Eqs. (165) do not cancel out, be-
cause the assumed trim does not solve Eqs. (151). It will prove of interest 
to examine these terms a little closer. 
Assuming that the difference between th~ actual and the assumed trim is 
relatively small, we can write the expansion about'the actual trim 
i = 1,2, ... ,2n 
where 
are the actual coefficients, which are ~~"lera11y not known. 
Eqs. (161) and (164), as well as Eqs. (;52), we obtain 
Moreover, introducing the notation 
Eqs. (163) reduce to 
2" * * *2 
Yi(t) = .L aij(t)YJ,(t) + ci(t) + °i(~ ) 
J=l 
(154 ) 
(165 ) 
Considering 
(166) 
( 167) 
( 168) 
Hence, ci(t) play the role of unknown extraneous forces introduced by the 
process of using an approximate trim instead of an actual one. Although 
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these forces are not generally known, one may be able to estimate them. 
* The solution Yi represents perturbations from the assumed trim instead 
of from an actual trim. The question can be asked as to how they compare 
with the perturbations Yi from the actual trim. For small deviations 0i 
* from the actual trim, the response Yi should not differ very much from Yi' 
* but this cannot be taken for granted. The relation between Yi and Yi de-
* pends of course on Ei' Methods for estimating bounds for ~ - ~ for given 
* bounds for ~ -! appear highly desirable. 
",f, 
7. Algebraic Computer Manipulation 
In Sec. 3 we mentioned two approaches for expanding the system kinetic 
energy, Eq. (63). One approach is to obtain explicit expressions for the 
mass integrals given by Eqs. (53), (56), and (61) while retaining the trans-
1ationa1 velocity and angular velocity of each set,ofaxes in implicit form. 
Such an approach is convenient when the elastic displacements are of inter-
est and was the approach used in Sec. 3. The other possibility is to sub-
stitute explicit expressions for the translational velocity and angular 
velocity of each set of axes given by Eqs. (A28)-(A32) and (A12)-(A17) into 
~qs. (64) while retaining the mass integrals (53), (56), and (61) in im-
plicit form. This approach is convenient when the rotational coordinates 
as well as the terms due to coupling between bodies are of interest, and it 
must be adopted if one wishes to derive explicit expressions for Lagrange's 
equations. Examining Eqs. (A28)-(A32) and (A12)-(A17) one concludes imme-
diate1y that working with explicit expressions for the velocities and angu-
lar velocities of each set of axes involves the calculation of very lengthy 
matrix products. Moreover, these matrix products involve quantities of 
different orders of magnitude and/or importance. Many of these terms are 
insignificantly small and can be ignored. Because of the complexity ~sso­
ciated with algebraic multiplication of a large number of matrices and be-
cause of the high probability of human error in performing these multipli-
cations by hand, it seems highly desirable to computerize these algebraic 
operations. It should be pointed out that algebraic computer manipulation 
need not be restricted to matrix multipl ication. Indeed, many operations 
involved in the derivation of Lagrange's equations, including differentia-
tion, can be performed by computer. 
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In this section, we shall outline an algebraic computer procedure which 
can be used to expand the system kinetic energy explicitly in terms of the 
translational and angular velocity of each set of axes in such a way that 
small terms are ignored automatically. In addition, the same method can be 
applied to the gravitational potential energies, Eqs. (81), (90), (94), 
(95), and (96). Furthermore, the system kinetic energy and gravitational 
potential energy expressions obtained by the computer method are in a form 
which can be easily differentiated algebraically by the computer, so that 
ultimately Lagrange's equations, Eqs. (144)-(150), can be obtained explic-
itly with a minimum of human effort. 
The ideas used in implementing algebraic manipulation on a computer, 
are best introduced via an explicit example. Let us consider the product 
-0.5 a se ca(-a JSxz Sa - a JSyz ce Ca - e JSzz se cal (169) 
which appears in the expansion of t {ns}T[Js]{n
s
}' where the latter was 
encountered in Sec. 3. To calculate this product on the computer, we shall 
associate numbers with the different groups of characters that represent 
quantities to be manipulated algebraically, i.e., a, JSxz ' J Byz ' JSzz ' se, 
ce, Sa, ar Ca. These groups of characters constitute what will be re-
ferred to as symbols. The association of numbers with symbols allows us 
to substitute manipulation of numbers for manipulation of symbols and is 
accomplished by the formation of a symbol table, Table I. The symbol table 
contains two entries per line. These entries give the character representa-
tion of a symbol and a weight assigned to the symbol, where the weight is 
determined by the analyst according to his knowledge of the symbol's mag-
nitude or his desire te, retain its effects. The weight need not be a fixed 
quantity and can be changed at will. A high numerical value of the weight 
implies a high-order term, i.e., a I(~s::; significant tenn. Note that here 
we assigned JBzz ' so, co, and Ca a weight of zero, JBxz ' Sa, and ~ a weight 
of unity, and JByz a weight of two, where the weights represent anticipated 
magnitudes of these symbols. The number associated with ~ particular sym-
bol is the line number in the symbol table. In this case, one is associated 
with 8, two with JBxz ' three with J Byz ' etc. '~ 
Examining Eq. (169), we see that it is necessary to form aigebraic 
products of symbols, for example - 0.5 8 sa Ca. To this end, we define 
terms. A term consists of a signed numerical coefficient, a pattern con-
sisting of the numbers associated with each symbol appearing in the product, 
and a weight which is the sum of the weights of each individual symbol ap-
pearing in the term. Hence, in view of the number-symbol associations and 
the weights of Table I, we represent -0.5 a sa Ca as a term having a coeffi-
cient of -0.5, a pattern of 1, 5, 8, and a weight of 1. All terms, i.e., 
all coefficients, weights, and patterns are stored in numbered storage 
stacks. The coefficient and weight of any term are always single numbers 
and are stored side-by-side in the coefficients and weights free storage 
stack, exhibited in the form of Table II. On the other hand, the pattern of 
a term may differ from the pattern of other terms and must be able to re-
present the product of any number of symbols. Because of the different 
lengths of different patterns, all patterns are stored in the separate 
patterns free storage stack, labeled as Table III. Note that the coefficient 
. 
and weight of -0.5 B sa Ca are stored in line 3 of Table II and the pattern 
is stored in lines 5, 6, and 7 of Table III. 
. It is also necessary to form algebraic sums of terms, such as -8 J Bxz Sa 
- a JByz ca Ca - S J Bzz sa Ca, which we shall call series. Each series is 
given a distinct series name. As examples, we shall call the series con-
sisting of the single term -0.5 8 sa ea by the name )., the series -8 J Bxz Sa 
B JByz cO Cu - B JBzz S9 Cn by the name Y and the series resulting from 
the product of X and Y by the name Z. A series is described by a sequence 
of terms with coefficients and weights stored sequentially in the coeffi-
cients and weights free storage stack and with patterns stored sequentially 
in the patterns free storage stack. The summation of terms in the sequence 
is understood. Hence, the series Y is described by-the coefficients and 
weights stored in lines 8, 9, and 10 of Table II and the patterns stored in 
lines 12-14, 16-19, and 21-24 of Table III. To distinguish sequences of terms 
forming series, each series name is assigned a number corresponding to a 
line in the series definition table, Table IV. Each line of this table 
contains three entries giving the line number of the coefficient and weight 
in the coefficients and weights free storage stack of the first term in the 
series, the line number of the beginning of the pattern in the patterns 
free storage stack of the first term in the series, and the number of terms 
in the series. Assigning the number 5 to the series name Y, the fifth line 
of Table IV contains the entries 8 and 12 giving the storage locations of 
the series and the entry 3 designating that there are three terms in the 
series. 
Let us now consider the multiplication of two series, namely, the mul-
tiplication of Y by X, which can be performed term by term. The product 
of two terms yields a new term. If the total weight of the new term, given 
by addi ng up the wei ghts of the two terms in the product, is greater than a 
specified value, for example 3, then the new term is deleted. Otherwise, the 
coefficient of the new term is the product of coefficients and the pattern 
of the new term is the concatenation of the patterns of the two terms in the 
product. Multiplying t:'e first two terms in Y by the single term in X, the 
total weight of each re~;ulting new term is 4 which is greater than 3, so 
,.,-....:.:...-... " . " -''',. r~ 
that these terms are deleted. Multiplying the last tenn in Y by the single 
term in X, the resulting new term has a total weight of 2, a coefficient of 
0.5, and a pattern of 1, 1, 4, 5, 5,8,8. Assigning the number 6 to the 
series name Z, this new tenn which is the product of X and Y is stored 
according to the infonnation in line 6 of Table IV. 
The method outlined can be programmed easily tn Fortran IV and is 
appealing because of its simplicity. We have discussed only mu1itp1ication 
of series. Clearly, considering each entry in a matrix to be a series, a1-
gebraic multiplication of matrices is accomplished by multiplying and adding 
series. In addition it is not hard to see that differentiation is simply 
a matter of looking for the occurrence of particular symbols in the pattern 
of each term. In future work, we shall present detailed documentation of 
a computer program which performs algebraic manipulation and we shall use 
the program to obtain explicit expressions for Lagrange's equations. 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
S b 1 W' ht .ym 0 el gl 
. 
a 1 
JSxz 1 
JByz 2 
JSzz 0 
sa 0 
ca 0 
Sa 1 
Ca 0 
~ ~ ~ 
Table I - Symbol Table 
x 
y 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
'~' 
Coefficient Weight 
of Term of Term 
- -
- -
-0.5 1 
- -.... 
- -
- -
- -
.. -
-1.0 3 
-1.0 3 
-1.0 1 
- -
- -
- -
0.5 2 
- -
...,. 
-
2501,1-____ ~ ....... I____ ___'r 
Table II - Coefficients and 
Weights Free Storage Stack 
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- Y 12 
-2 13 
-3 14 
-4 15 
1 X 5 16 
5 6 17 
8 7 18 
-1 8 19 
-
1 
2 
7 
0 
1 
3 
6 
8 
23 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
9 
10 
11 
20 
21 
22 
0 Z 31 
- 1 
- 4 
o denotes the end of a term 
-1 denotes the end of a series 
32 
33 
5 
8 
-1 
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
4 
34 
35 
36 
37 
" 38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
2000 
~ 
5 
5 
8 
8 
-1 
-
-
-
-
-
Table III - Pattern Free Storage Stack 
X = 2 2 
3 
4 
Y = 5 5 
Z = 6 6 
Location of 
Coeffi ci ents 
! 
-
3 
-
-
8 
14 
Location of 
Patterns 
-
5 
-
-
12 
31 
Number of 
Terms 
-
1 
-
-
3 
1 
~~ 
~~ 
~ .J .. ~ ~~ ",~ 
Table IV - Series Definition Table 
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8. S:,ul1mary and Future Plans 
This report presents a formulation of the equations of motion of a heli-
copter. The method of approach is a variation of the component-mode synthesis 
in the sense that it regards the aircraft as an assemblage of interconnected 
substructures. The substructures identified are the airframe, the trans-
mission shaft, the tail rotor, and the main rotor. The rotor blades are 
assumed to be articulated with the flap-lag-pitch configuration. The equa-
tions of motion are derived in general form by means of the Lagrangian 
formulation in conjunction with an orderly kinematical procedure that 'takes 
into account the superposition of motion of various substructures, thus 
circumventing constraint problems. 
Because of the complexity of the problem, the derivation of explicit 
equations of motion is sure to be extremely tedious and time consuming. 
Moreover, the probability of error in deriving the equations is large indeed. 
Fortunately, a number of assumptions can be made to simplify these equations. 
In particular, one can ignore certain higher-order quantities in the equa-
tions for the rotor blades. However, this task is also sure to be tedious 
and time consuming. Hence, a procedure for the automation of the derivation 
of the equations of motion is unavoidable if time and effort are to be mini-
mized. Such a procedure consists of a computer program capable of performing 
the many matrix multiplications involved, certain differentiations, and elimi-
nation of higher-order terms. This latter task can be made easier by 
adopting an ordering scheme. In a computer manipulation the ordering scheme 
can be altered, thus producing sets of equations corresponding to different 
sets of assumptions. 
The next phase of the investigation is concerned with the derivation of 
the equations of motion in explicit form. To this end, a method for the 
i 
" 
I 
i 
I 
i 
i , 
I 
" 
derivation of the per'turbation equations (which are generally nonlinear) by 
means of computer manipulation will be developed along the lines of Sec. 7. 
Implicit in the derivation of the explicit equations of motion is 
the truncation problem. Truncation will be done first on the substructure 
level and then on the complete aircraft level. An important question is 
that of the airframe modes and how they can be used-to evaluate certain "mass 
integrals." In this regard, it may prove advantageous to look into the 
possibility of using "admissible vectors" to represent the motion of the air-
frame instead of using actual airframe modes. 
Another problem that needs to be answered is the effect of nonlinear 
terms in the perturbation equations for the blade motion. If such terms 
cannot be ignored, considerable difficulty is likely to be encountered in the 
determination of the dynamic characteristics of the aircraft. Intimately 
related is the question of the axial displacement of the helicopter blade, 
as the axial displacement introduces nonlinear terms. The question is 
whether one should treat this axial displacement as an independent distrib-
uted coordinate or attempt to express it in terms of the bending displace-
ments. Of course, if the axial displacement can be expressed in terms of the 
bending displacements, then this fact in itself implies a reduction in the 
number of degrees of freedom of the simulation, as the differential equation 
for the axial displacement is eliminated for every blade. Under certain 
circumstances, it may be possible to eliminate also the differential equation 
for the torsional motion in a similar fashion. 
It appears desirable, if at all possible, to derive a set of linear 
ordinary differential equations with con~tant coefficients for the system, 
as such a set leads to an eigenvalue problem likely to yield useful informa-
tion concerning the helicopter dynamic rharacteristics, such as natural 
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frequencies and natural modes of vibr~tion. Then, it may be possible to 
treat nonlinear effects as perturbations on the linear case. If a set of 
linear differential equations with constant coefficients can be obtained 
for the system, then it must by necessity correspond to the case of hovering. 
In the absence of aerodynamic forces, the set of equations is bound to be of 
gyroscopic type. The solution of the eigenvalue problem for the gyroscopic 
system can be obtained by the method of Ret. 9. The possibility of using 
the natural modes of the gyroscopic system to truncate the overall problem 
will be explored. 
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Figure 1. The Fuselage Generalized Coordinates 
Figure 2. The Fusela~~ Coordinate System 
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Figure 3. The Main Rotor Transmission Shaft Coordinate System 
Figure 4. The Deformed Main Rotor Transmiss;on Shaft 
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Figure 5. The Tail Rotor Coordirate System 
Figure 7. The Deformed Main Rotor Blade 
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Figure 8. Relative Winds and Aerodynamic loadings at a Typical 
Main Rotor Blade Element 
Figure 9. The Fuselage Aerodynamics 
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Appendix A 
Contained herein is a summary of the key translational and angular 
velocity relationships developed in Sec. 2. Also included, when needed 
elsewhere in the text, are the full expansions of these expressions in terms 
of generalized coordinates, control variables, and elastic displacements. 
Important virtual displacement expressions are also listed. As mentioned 
in Sec. 2, it is understood that the subscript i on variables associated with 
a particular main rotor blade is deleted for clarity. Because many of the 
matrix products appear repeatedly, the following compact notation is de-
veloped: 
The important angular velocity expressions in Sec. 2 are: 
{nS} = [TSA]{nA} + [TSAJ[~]([iGS]{uAS}) + ~x[$z][Wy]{el} 
+ ~y[wzJ{e2} + n{e3} 
• I (LS,t) -v S 
• I Us (LS,t) 
· (LS,t) 4>S 
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(Al) 
(A2) 
(A3) 
(A4) 
(AS) 
(A6) 
(An 
(A8) 
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~ 
~ 
1 
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I'· 
(A9) 
(A 1 O) 
WIV I + ~ 
{W } = (Vi - V'V,2 - 1 v'w,2 }sin ~ - (Wi _ VIVIW I _ W'w,2 _ 1 W'v, 2}COS $ o 2 0 2 0 
(~I - ~'V,2 _ 1 V'w, 2}COS ~ + (Wi _ ~IVIWi· _ W'W,2 _ 1 w
'
v,2 )sin • 
2 0 2 0 
o ( 1 2. ) 0 1 (, 1 2 } + Vi .cos .0 - 2 ~ sln.o + w ~Sln ~o + 2. cos ~O (All) 
- ~'(.sin ¢o + i ~2 cos .o) + wl(.cos ~o - i.2 sin ~o} 
Substitution of Eq. (A3) into Eq. (A4) yields a fully expanded expression 
for {nT}' substitution of Eq. (A3) into Eq. (A5) yields a fully expanded 
expression for InS}' etc. Repeating Eq. (A3), this process yields the 
following equations: 
{nT} = ~z[TTA][Ay][Ax]{e3} + ~x[TTA][Ay]{el} + Xy[TTA]{e2} 
+ [TTA][~]([1GT]{uAT}) + nTR{e3} 
Ins} = Xz[TSA][Ay][Ax]{e3} + Xx[TSA][Ay]{el} + Xy[TSA ]{e2} 
(A12) 
(A 13) 
+ [TSA][~]([1GS]{uAS}) + ~x[~z][~y]{el} + ~y[~z]{ez} + n{e3} (A14) 
{nH} = ~z[TH~][Ay][Ax]{e3} + ~x[THA][Ay]{el} + Xy[THA]{e2} 
+ [THA][~][1GS]{uAS}) + ~x[THS][~Z][~y]{el} + ~y[THS][~Z]{e2} 
-vs (Ls,t) 
+ n[THS ]{e3} + [THS ] Us (Ls,t) (A15) 
~S (Ls,t) 
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{Qs} = ~Z[TSA][Ay][AX]{e3} + iX[TBAJlAy]{el} + ~y[TBA]{e2} 
+ [TSA][V]([tGS]{UAS}) + ~x[TBS][~z][~y]{el} + ~y[TBS][~Z]{e2} 
-vS (ls,t) 
+ n[TBS ]{e3} + [TSS] Us (ls,t) 
~S (Ls,t) 
{no} = ~z[TOA][Ay][Ax]{e3} + ~x[TDA][Ay]{el} + ~y[TDA]{e2} 
+ [TOA][v]([tGS]{UAS}) + ~x[Tos][~z][$y]{el} + ~y[TOS][~Z]{e2} 
-vs (lS,t) 
+ n[TOS ]{e3} + [TOS] Us (Ls,t) - B[TOF]{e2} + ~[TDl]{e3} 
~S (ls,t) 
w'v' + ~ 
(0. 0... 0 .. 2 1 0 .. 2) 
- w - v v w - w w - 2 w v cos ~O + v'(~cos ~o 
- (w' - v'v'w' - w'w· 2 - ~ w'v· 2}sin ~o - v'(~sin ~O 
- } ~2 sin ~O) + w'(~sin $0 + t ~2 cos ~O} 
+ t ~2 cos ~O) + w'(~cos $0 - t ~2 sin $O} 
The important translational velocity expressions in Sec. 2 are: 
(A16) 
(All) 
(A18) 
(A19) 
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{WAT } = [TAO]{WOA} - [rAT + uAT]{nA} + {UAT } (A20) 
{wAS} = [TAO]{WOA} - ErAS + uAS]{nA} + {UAS } (A2l) 
{WS} = [TSA]{WAS } - [rS + uS]{nS} + {uS} (A22) 
{WSH } = [TSA]{WAS } - [rSH + uSH]{nS} + {USH } " (A23) 
{WHF } = [THS]{WSH } - [rHF]{nH} (A24) 
{WFL } ~ [TFH]{WHF} - [rFL]{nF} (A25) 
{WLB } = [TLF]{WFL } - [rLB]{nL} (A26) 
{WB} = [TBL]{wLB } - [rB + uB]{nB} + {UB} (A27) 
Substitution of (A18) into (A2l) yields a fully expanded expression for 
{WAS}' substitution of the results into Eq. (A23) yields a fully expanded 
expression for {WSH }, etc. Note that the use of Eqs. (A3)-(A9) is necessary. 
Repeating Eq. (18), this process gives the following selected equations: 
{WOA} = [wOAX wOAY WOAZ]T 
{wAT} = [TAO][wOAX wOAY WOAZ]T - ~z[rAT + uAT][Ay][Ax]{e3} 
- ~x[rAT + uAT][AyHel } - ~y[rAT + uAT]{e2} + {UAT} 
{wAS} = [TAO][WOAX WOAY WOAZ]T - ~z[rA~ + UAs][Ay][Ax]{e3} 
- ~x[rAS + uAs]lAy]{el } - ~y[rAS + uAS ]{e2} + {UAS } 
{wSH } = [TSO][WOAX WOAY WOAZ]T - ~l{[TSA][rAS + UAS][Ay][A X] 
+ [rSH + uSH][TSA][Ay][Ax]){e3} - ~x([TSA][rAS + UAS][Ay] 
+ [rSH + USH][TSA][Ay]){el} - ~y{[TSA][rAS + uAS ] 
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(A29) 
(A30) 
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+ [rSH + USH][TSA]){e2} + [TSA]{~AS} - [rSH + USH][TSA][V]([lGS]{UAS}) 
- ~X[rSH + uSH](Wz][Wy]{el} - ~y[rSH + USH ][wZ]{e2} 
{WLB } = [TLO][wOAX wOAY WOAZ]T - ~z([TLA][rAS + UAS][Ay][AX] 
+ [TLS][rSH + USH][TSA][Ay][AX] + [TLH][rHF][THA][Ay][AX] 
+ [TLF][rFL][TFA][Ay][AX] + [rLB][TLA][Ay][AX]){e3} 
- ~x([TLA][rAS + UAS][Ay] + [TLS][rSH + USH][TSA][Ay] 
(A31) 
+ [TLH][rHF][THA][Ay] + [TLF][rFL][TFA][Ay] + [rLB][TLA][Ay]){el} 
- ~y([TLA][rAS + uAS ] + [TLS][rSH + USH][TSA] + [TLH][rHF][THA] 
+ [TLF][rFL][TFA] + [rLB][TLA]){e2} + [TLA]{uAS } 
- ([TLS][rSH + uSH][TSA] + [TLH][rHF][THA] + [TLF][rFL][TFA] 
+ [rLB][TLA])[V]([lGS]{UAS}) - ~x([TLS][rSH + USH][Wz][Wy] 
+ [TLH][rHF][THS][~z][Wy] + [TLF][rFL][TFS][Wz][Wy] 
+ [rLS][TLS][Wz][wy]){el} - ~y([TLS][rSH + uSH][Wz] 
+ [TLH][rHF][THS][~z] + [TLF][rFL][TFS][~Z] + [rLB][TLS][~z]){e2} 
- n([TLS][rSH + uSH ] + [TLH][rHF][THS] + [TLF][rFL][TFS] 
+ [rLS][TLS][wz]){e3} - ([TLH][rHF][THA] + [TLF][rFL][TFA] 
-vs (LS,t) 
+ [rLB][TLA]) Us (LS,t) + [TLS]{uSH } + B(TLF][rFL ] 
~S (LS,t) 
+ [rLS][TLF]){e2} - ;[rLS ]{e3} 
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From Eqs. (A27), (A32), and the fact that {ws} = [TOB]{WBL we can 
write the following fully expanded expression for the inertial translational 
velocity of an arbitrary point on a main rotor blade in terms of components 
along xoYOzO axes: 
{Ws} = [TOO][wOAX wOAV WOAZ]T - ~z([TOA][rAS + UAS][Ay][AX] 
+ [Tos][rSH + uSH][TSA][Ay][AX] + [TOH][rHF][THA][Ay][Ax] 
+ [TOF][rFL][TFA][Ay][Ax] + [TOL][rLB][TLA][~y][Ax] 
+ [TOB][rB + uB][TBA][Ay][Ax]){e3} - ~x([TOA][rAS + UAS][Ay] 
+ [Tos][rSH + uSH][TSA][Ay] + [TOH][rHF][THA][Ay] 
+ [TOF][rFL][TFA][Ay] + [TOL][rLB][TLA][Ay] 
+ [TOB][rB + uB][TBA][Ay]){el} - ~y([TOA][rAS + uAS ] 
+ [Tos][rSH + uSH][TSA] + [TOH][rHF][THA] + [TOF][rFL][TFA] 
+ [TOL][rLS][TLA] + [Tos][rB + uB][TBA]){e2} + [TOA]{uAS } 
- ([TOS][rSH + USH][TSA] + [TOH][rHF][THAJ + [TOF][rFL][TFA] 
+ [TOL][rLB][TLA] + [TOS][rB + uB][TBA])[V]([~GS]{UAS}) 
- ~x([Tos][rSH + uSH][Wz][WyJ + [TOH][rHF][THSJ[~Z][~Y] 
+ [TOF][rFL][TFS][~Z][WY] + [TOL][rLB][TLS][~z][~y] 
+ [TOS][rB + uB][TBS][WZ][~y]){el} - ~y([Tos][rSH + uSH][~z] 
+ [TOH][rHF][THS][~z]+ [TOF][rFL][TFS][Wz] + [TOL][rLB][TLS][~z] 
+ [TOB][rB + uB][TBS][~7.]){e2} - n([Tos][rSH + uSH] + [TOH][rHF][THS] 
+ [TOF][rFL][TFS] + [TOL][rLB][TLS] + [TOB][rB + uB][TBS]){e3} 
- ([TDI~][rHF][THS] + [TOF][rFL][TFS] + [TOL][rLB][TLS] 
+ [TOB][rB + uB][TBS])[-VS(Ls,t) uS(Ls,t) ~S(Ls,t)]T 
+ [TOS]{uSH } + e([TOF][rFL] + [TDL][rLS][\F] 
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The virtual displacement vector associated with Eq. (A17) is 
{OGO} = oAz[TOA][Ay][Ax]{e3} + oAx[TOAj[Ay]{el} + oAy[ToA ]{e2} 
+ [TOA][~]{[~GS]{ouAS}) + o$x[Tos][$z][$y]{el } + o$y[Tos][$z]{e2} 
-ovs {Ls,t} 
+ [TOS] oUs (Ls,t) - oB[ToF]{e2} + o~[TOL]{e3} + 09cp[TOB]{el} 
\ ocfls (Ls,t) 
Wi 
+ oHel} + ov l (l - v,2 - ! w,2 )sin <P + vlw'cos <p 200 
(1 - v,2 - i w,2)cos <PO + v'w'sin <PO 
I 
• 5.' )(_1
0
• w,2 • ~ v,2)eos .0 •• sin .0 • ~.2 cos .0 (A34) 
1(-1 · w,2 • ~ v,2)sin .0 •• eos .0 - ~.2 sin .0 
Discretization of the continuous variables in Eq. (A34) via the methods 
of Sec. 3 yields 
{OGO} = oAz[TOA][Ay][Ax]{e3} + oAx[TOA1[Ay]{el} + oAy[ToA]{e2} 
+ [TOA][~]([~GS][~AS]){onA} + o~x[Tos][~z][~y]{el} + o$y[Tos][~Z]{e2} 
+ [TOS] 
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N 
v 
+ I cp'. (x) 6q . i=l V1 V1 
NW 
+ I cp'. (X)6q . i=l W1 W1 
\ w' I 
~(l - v,2 - 1 w,2)sin cP + v'w'cos cP \ 2 a a (1 - v,2 - ! w,2)cos CPa ~ v'w'sin CPa 
L ~( -1 
a 
+ w,2 + t v,2)cos CPa + cpsin CPa + t cp2 cos CPo 
,2 1 ,2). + 1 2 . 
+ W + 2 v Sln CPa cpcos CPo - 2 cP Sln CPa 
(A35) 
where [~AS] is the matrix [~A] evaluated at the point S of the airframe. 
The first component 600x of {oeo} is needed in the main rotor virtual 
work expression of Sec. 4. It can be written from Eq. (A35) as 
where AAzl is the first component of the 3 x 1 matrix [TOA][Ay][Ax]{e3}' 
AAxl ;s the first component of the 3 x 1 matrix [TOA ][Ay]{e1}, A~xl is 
the first component of the 3 x 1 matrix [TOS][~z][~y]{el}' A~Yl is the 
first component of the 3 x 1 matrix [TOS][~z]{e2}' aij are the first row 
components of [T OA][V]([iGS ][4>AS])' TOA12 is the first row, second column 
element of [TOA]' TOSll is the first row. first column element of [TOS]' 
etc. 
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The virtual displacement vectol' associated with Eq. (A33) is 
{6WS} = [TDO][6WOAX 6WOAY OWOAZ]T - {T~z}6Az - {TAxlo~x - {TAyloAy 
+ [TOA]{oUAS } - [TuAS][v]([1GS]{ouAS}} - {T~x}owx - {TWy}6~y 
-ovS (LS,t) 
- [Tus] oUs (LS,t) + [TDS]{oUSH } + {TsloS - {Ta}oa 
o~S (Ls,t) 
- {TscptoScp + [TOB]{ouBl (A37) 
where the matrices {T~z}' {TAX}' etc. are the respective coefficients of 
-~ t -~ , etc. in Eq. (A33). 
z X 
Discretization of the continuous variables in Eq. (A37) via the methods 
of Sec. 3 yields 
N 
u L ~ .(x}oq . ;=1 Ul Ul 
N 
v 
L ~vi(x}oqvi 
i =1 
N
w L ~ .(X)6q i ;=1 Wl w 
(A38) 
. ~ 
'j 
j;} 
~ ~ 
• 
I ' 
where [c~SH] is the matrix [c~S] evaltlc.lted at point If. 
In the last term of Eq. (A38), n and ~ have been set equal to zero in 
antipation of the aerodynamic virtual work requirewents of Sec. 4. 
The latter two components of {tSwS}, oWOy and tSwOz ' at'e needed in the 
main rotor virtual work expression. These two quantities can be written 
from Eq. (A38) as 
tSwOy = T0021owOAX + T0022tSwOAY + T0023tSwCAZ - T~z2°~z - T~x26~x - T~Y2tS~y 
and 
P P Su 
+ j~l b2jonAj - j[l c2jtSnAj - T~x2°~x - T~Y2°~y + TUS21 i~l ·~i(zS)onvi 
S S... S 
u ~ u 
- TuS22 .r ·~i(zs)6nui - TuS23 r eSi(zs)6n~i + ,r d2J,onSJ' 1=1 i=l ~ J=l 
N 
u 
+ TS26S - Ta2 6a - Tscp26Scp + TOB21 ,r 4>ui(x) 6qui 1=1 
N N 
v w 
+ TOB22 ,r 4>vi(x) 6qvi + TOB23 .r 4>wi(x) 6qwi 1=1 1=1 
p p 
- T ~y3°~y + jI1 b3j onAj - j~l c3jonAj - T~x30~x - T~y30~y 
Su 
+ TuS3l r .s'·(zs)on i ; = 1 1 V 
S~ 
+ TUS33 iIl OS; (ZS}6n~; 
N N 
u v 
+ TscP30Scp + TOB31 I 4> .(x)oq , + ToB32 .L ~ ;(x)oq i ;=1 U1 Ul 1=1 v v 
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(A40) 
In Eqs. (A39) and (A40), the bij are ele~nts of the matrix [TDA][~AS]' the 
cij are elements of the matrix [TuAS][V]([~GS][~AS])' ~nd the dij are elements 
of the matrix [TDS][~SH]' 
Finally, the third component of virtual displacement vector associated 
with Eq. (A29) is 
<5WATz = T A03l cWOAX + T A032 <5\'!OAy + T A033owOAz - C),z3<5A z - C)'x30\ 
p 
- CA 3cA + L ~ATJJ·onAj y Y j=l (A4l) 
where CAz3 is the third component of the 3 x 1 matrix [rAT + UAT][Ay][AX]{e3}' 
C)'x3 is the third component of the 3 x 1 matrix [rA1 + uAT][~y]{el}' CAy3 
is the third component of the 3 x 1 matrix [rAT + uATHe2}, and the ¢AT3j 
are the third row elements of the matrix [~AT]' 
7\C 
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